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2 Current Issues of Tourism Research

Every year approximately 4 thousand studies on the topics of tourism are published in the area of Central Europe. About 20 per cent of 
the studies could be regarded as scientific papers. Various periodicals such as Tourism, New Problems of Tourism, Peregrinus Cracoviensis 
in Poland, Economic Review of Travel and Tourism in Slovakia, Czech Travel News in the Czech Republic and likewise focus mainly on 
the issue of destination tourism, hotel industry and economics of tourism. Most of these magazines are devoted either to the one specific 
problem - Peregrinus Cracoviensis (pilgrimage tourism), or to a wide range of topics – Tourism (geography of tourism).

The concept of the journal - Current Issues of Tourism Research is based on exclusive quality, clear determination of topics and content 
structure of the periodical. 

The quality of the journal is guaranteed by the following criteria:

the seat of the Journal is in Great Britain •
international editorial board •
the selection of reputable reviewers from Slovakia and other foreign countries •
sole print in the English language •
limited range of issues: one or two issues per year •

Themes forming the contents of the journal and relating to the region of Central Europe are as follows:

New problems in tourist regions in Central Europe •
Trends in the development of terminology, theory and methods of research in tourism •
Current questions concerning the product, management and marketing of tourism •
Religion tourism in Central Europe •
Issues of urban and cultural tourism in Central Europe •
Health Tourism, Spa Tourism, Wellness Tourism •

Structure of journal’s content
Each issue will consist of: 

three scientific articles written in the range of maximum 20 pages per one article •
three scientific contributions not exceeding 10 pages per contribution, •
section providing information and profiles of scientific personalities developing tourism, the section devoted to reviews, areas allo- •
cated to advertising and editorial column.

One issue should have a range of approx. 120 pages.
The format of the magazine, the quality of printing and possibilities of colourful appendices depend on agreement and financial cost. 

Minimum one issue per year.
The uniqueness of the journal would be supplemented by the new field of study Tourism, Hotel Industry and Spa Tourism at the 

Faculty of Management at University of Prešov in Prešov. The journal would provide the possibility of the new study programme promo-
tion in the country of the publisher and in the target region of Central Europe.

Annotation Journal of Current Issues of Tourism Research
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We would like to introduce you to the fourth issue of the scientific journal “Current Issues of Tourism Research”.  
This current issue is devoted to the trends of the International Trade Show (ITB).  This show has traditionally been held in Berlin 

since 1966.  Approximately 10,000 exhibitions from 188 countries have presented over time a global sample of tourism products. As-
sistant Professor Zygmund Kruczek, who personally participated in the exhibition, has assessed recent trends in the tourism industry in 
this review. 

With a view from time and practical experience ITB can be assessed as a part of the tourism industry which focuses on direct products 
and economic gain from travelling, especially international travel.  The main part of this issue represents other types of tourism. It is a 
relatively new kind of tourism, with a partially controversial nature. Dark tourism penetrates into the “tourism industry” and also into 
“cultural tourism”. In the article of Čuka and Chovancová are the links reflecting dark tourism in pop culture and its potential conse-
quences in Central Europe. 

The task of this journal is not only to provide current topics in the mainstream theory and methodology of tourism, but also to empha-
size the value of research in the field. This field of study and branch of science has its own objectives and original methodology, bringing 
new theories. 

In conclusion, let me continue the discussion of the International Travel Trade Show, ITB, in Berlin. Exhibitions and presentations of 
regions and states have a long tradition. After all, the first International Travel Trade Show in London had already taken place in 1851. 
These exhibitions have always had great popularity and publicity. In an era before television and digital communication people learned all 
the news from newspapers and disseminated them orally even in their churches. But not only that, they even became an official topic of 
sermons. A representative quote comes from the book Travelling One Hundred Years Ago (by K. Ulmanová, 2011): “The theme of world 
exhibitions penetrated the church, where it was mentioned in the sermons. An example is shown in the postilla of Emperor Ferdinand in 
1892 called the Bread of Life. This sermon on the occasion of fasting after Carnival is called the “In the Labyrinth of God’s Exhibition” 
and is based on the allegory of the world created by God. The heavens are likened to the ceiling of the exhibition hall, the earth to the 
pavement. God is presented as an exhibitor and also the main organizer of the exhibition....” 

Peter Čuka
Editor in Chief

Editorial
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“Outline of Development and Current Issues of „Dark Tourism“ 
in World and in Slovakia”

Peter Čuka — Silesian Univerzity in Opava, School of Business and Administration in Karvina, Czech Republic

Jana Chovancová — University of Presov in Presov, Slovakia

Abstract
The proposed contribution is an exploratory and cognitive cross-section of selected problems of dark tourism. It summarizes limitations of dark 

tourism and its subtypes, especially, thanatourism and cemetery tourism. All these terms have a historical origin that dates back to ancient times. 
At the end of the 20th century the cult of death got into pop culture. By us published motives and destinations of dark tourism show that:

dark tourism is a part of cultural tourism,1. 
several forms of dark tourism can have deviation motives and those we reject to include into the ethic and moral of defined forms and types 2. 
of tourism
contribution is the starting point for future research projects of dark tourism in our country, due to the fact that it defines its motives, as well 3. 
as geographical representation in Slovakia 
contribution locates the potential of cemetery tourism in Eastern Slovakia, in particular military memorials and military cemeteries of World 4. 
War I and II.

Keywords: Dark tourism, thanatourism, cemetery tourism, regions of dark tourism, subtypes of dark tourism, dark tourism and pop culture.

Paper type: Scientific study

1 Input considerations and meritorious framwork for work

Tourism is a complex phenomenon that can be examined from 
many perspectives. More recently the forms and types of tourism 
have been discussed. Yet this discussion ceased because there is 
no clear boundary between the forms and types (Čuka, 2011).

The aim of this contribution paper is to define the concept 
of dark tourism, to explain its formation and development, re-
spectively, to determine the boundaries between dark tourism 
and other activities associated with visiting the sites of trag-
edies, disasters, or funerary sites.

Ideological and meritorious contribution structure is based 
on heuristic analysis of sources, analysis of the motives of tour-
ists to participate in dark tourism and accessible statistical 
analyses. Based on definitions of tourism, we intend to draw at-
tention to by us drafted definition of Čuka, P 2011: “The tem-
porary stay away from the place of residence in order to restore 
mental and physical resources of a person, or for the purpose of 
meeting the mental and physical needs on condition that the 
stay is not connected to obtaining funds and in accordance with 
moral and ethical values. “

Within the meaning by us drafted definition, dark tourism can 
be regarded as visits to places of disasters, tragedies, battlefields, 
accidents, cemeteries and the like, which are motivated by:

History cognition •
Cultural cognition •
Geographic exploring of the country as part of homeland cognition •

Immoral and unethical incentives which tourism psychology 
identifies as deviations are explicitly excluded from dark tour-
ism. (Zdembski, Winiarski, 2008) and thus the following mo-
tives are excluded:

Sensations associated with tragedies, death and so on,
 Meeting the psychological needs of deviants through obser-

vation of disaster victims or disaster sites. It follows that the 
subject of dark tourism are the first three subdivisions of dark 
tourism.

2 Basic terminology and definiton of dark tourism

To our knowledge, mainly the Anglo-Saxon termi-
nology lists a number of terms associated with dark 
tourism e.g. dark tourism, thanatourism, grief tourism 
and cemetery tourism, which have been described by a 
number of foreign authors. Among the most promi-
nent authors, who deal with this issue and publish on 
it are particularly Lennon, Stone, Foley (1999, 2005, 
2006) and others who  have been describing it for two de-
cades. Lennon states that terminology of dark tourism 
is still in the process of formation. The authors Len-
non and Foley denominated this phenomenon the dark 
tourism (1999, 2000). Descriptions and definitions of 
the phenomenon in different literature by various au-
thors differ. It has been called, for instance, ‘fatal attraction 
tourism’(Rojeck, 1993), ‘disaster and conflict tourism’ (Warner, 
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1999), ‘holidays in hell’ (O’Rourke, 1988), ‘morbid tourism’ 
(Blom, 2000) and ‘black-spot tourism’ (Rojeck, 1993). How-
ever, it seems that in the current literature on tourism, this area 
is frequently referred to just as “dark tourism”, (Lennon and 
Foley, 2000 in Dubayová, 2011, p.15) “.

The relevant literature, which would deal with dark tourism 
in more details, has not arisen in Slovak conditions yet. For the 
purposes of this contribution we will use hierarchically largest 
concept: dark tourism. 

An example of history cognition as a part of dark tourism is 
also visiting the memorial sites and memorial cemeteries. The 
emergence of dark tourism cannot be explicitly determined, 
but from literary sources we know that first trips to the major 
sacral and burial sites were already known in prehistoric times, 
respectively, in ancient times (menhir fields in Carnac, Stonen-
hedge, gladiatorial games, etc.). Tourist spots of tragedies may 
be arias with a large growth potential, but it is not a new phe-
nomenon. Ancient Romans watched gladiatorial games, in the 
Middle Ages pilgrims travelled hundreds of miles to the graves 
and places of religious martyrdom, watched battles, executions, 
burning at the stake, etc.

Public commemorative information signs, guide tourist infor-
mation, specialized information and tourist guide services are 
also parts of these sites. Indication that it is a tourist activity is 
the fact that those sites will levy a fee for admission, some of them 
also have virtual boxes on internet (http://www.911memorial.
org/): Ground Zero in New York, National Monument USS Mis-
souri Arizona Pearl Harbour Memorial Hawaii, Arlington Na-
tional Cemetery Washington. The list of national cemeteries in 
the USA contains 147 objects (see tab. 1).

3 Geographical extension of dark tourism in 
the World and in Slovakia

The dark tourism potential in terms of geographical exten-
sion is significant. Disasters, traces of wars, military museums, 
memorials and commemorative cemeteries are spread across the 
whole ecumene. Of course, in terms of potential visiting rate of 
dark tourism it is necessary to distinguish:

1. already formed tourism products, such as battle memori-
als, military cemeteries, charnel houses, museums of wars 
and criminal acts and the like

2. potential dark tourism destinations, such as zones of tec-
tonic disasters, zones devastated by the tsunami, zones 
devastated by hurricanes, places of mass tragedies and 
catastrophes.

3. Particularly attractive are the places of violent death of 
celebrities such as the death of Princess Diana of Wales - 
in the Paris tunnel Place l’Alma, James Dean - in Paso Ro-
bles, California, Grace Kelly in Monaco, U.S. President JF 
Kenedy in Dallas, the death of Elvis Presley at Graceland 
in Memphis, etc. The stories of their lives, circumstances 
and scenes of their death are mostly mythicised and of-
ten controversially documented, since they are worldwide 
popular personalities with a strong impact on society 
and their violent death has become a part of pop culture. 
Examples are films such as JFK of 1991 by Oliver Stone, 
The Doors - Oliver Stone’s film about the life of James 
Morrison and his untimely death in Paris Hotel de Nice. 
His grave in Paris Per La Chaise cemetery has become 
almost pilgrimage place.

4. The actual pilgrimage centres have often a tomb or mau-
soleum for the main attraction (Jackowski, 1991, 1996). 
Buried are part of the genius loci and the main attrac-
tion. The tomb of St. Peter in the Vatican, the tomb of 
Saint Nicholas in Bari, mausoleum Taj Mahal in India 
and others can be assigned to such attractions

Fig . 1 the most extensive menhir field in the world in Carnac originates about 3 to 4 .5 thousand years B .C .
Source: Peter Čuka - author photograph

Title Location Federal state

Abraham Lincoln National Cemetery Elwood Illinois

Alabama National Cemetery Montevallo Alabama

Alexandria National Cemetery Pineville Louisiana

Alexandria National Cemetery Alexandria Virginia

Alton National Cemetery Alton Illinois

Andersonville National Cemetery Andersonville Georgia

Andrew Johnson National Cemetery Greeneville Tennessee

Annapolis National Cemetery Annapolis Maryland

Antietam National Cemetery Sharpsburg Maryland

Arlington National Cemetery Arlington Virginia

Bakersfield National Cemetery Bakersfield California

Balls Bluff National Cemetery Leesburg Virginia

Baltimore National Cemetery Baltimore Maryland

Barrancas National Cemetery Pensacola Florida

Bath National Cemetery Bath New York

Baton Rouge National Cemetery Baton Rouge Louisiana

Source : Wikipedia

Tab . 1 Selected national cemeteries in the U .S .
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Preferences of tourists vary depending on many factors. 
Motives and motivation play an important role in selecting the 
final destination and in the overall orientation of the tourist. 

Globally new trends and new tourism products are develop-
ing. These can include the so-called dark tourism which is per-
ceived from different perspectives, often even too controversial. 
On the one hand, it can be considered in some way as morbid 
but on the other hand, it can represent a potential educational 
resource for current and future generations. It is important, 
however, to find the best way to evolve it so it can serve the cul-
tural and educational purposes, and that it is not just another 
supporting factor for violence and evil (Matušíková, 2009). The 
popularity of public debate about death and its possible conse-
quences have increased after the world-famous studies of clini-
cal death of Raymond Moody (1977). Popularity of topic has 
increased even more after the Hollywood blockbuster Flatliners 
1990. Selected dark tourism destinations in Slovakia, Czech 
Republic and Poland and their regional impact are presented 
on map 1:

As it can be seen on the map, we assigned the former Polish 
concentration camps, particularly Auschwitz and also objects asso-
ciated with the Warsaw Uprising (especially child statue defender 
see Fig. 2) to dark world tourism destinations and these were clas-
sified according to the size of visiting rate and popularity. The glo-
bal destination in the Czech Republic is Prague with its Jozefov, a 
Jewish cemetery and the Anne Frank House as well as the Terezin 
concentration camp. Remarkable dark tourism destinations in the 
Czech Republic are charnel houses in Brno and Melnik.

Dark tourism thus acquired a new justification in conditions 
of the 20th century. Zdebski, J. and Viniarski, R. (2008) analy-
sed the motives of tourists in details. They lined up all the mo-
tives  into groups:

a) tourist motives tied to human instincts
b) tourist motives tied to people’s needs
c) tourist motives linked to learning
d) tourist motives related to the development
e) humanistic tourist motives
f) tourist motives tied to cognitive theories

Map 1 . Selected dark tourism destinations in Slovakia, Czech Republic and Poland
Source: Own research
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According to already mentioned kinds of motives the dark 
tourism could be particularly motivated by cognition (f), learn-
ing (c), or the need to maintain the basic solidarity with the 
wider community and not just with their live members, but also 
posthumously (e).

Among the motives that are still considered essential, we 
could include memories, memory, respect, the need for gaining 
broader information, test of the right feeling on such a place, or 
even a secret pleasure and often curiosity. The curiosity about 
disasters motivates people to visit the sites associated with vio-
lence and death. Certain kind of potential controversy of dark 
tourism is stated by Lennon (2007): ‘We have always been fas-
cinated by the dark side of human nature and the worst things 
that people can do. This means that it is centred on the bad 
things that people do. “

Nevertheless, it is still unclear whether tourism related to 
death is managed with an attractive offer, highlights the fact 
that in today’s society people regularly consume death and suf-
fering in the form of tourism, and apparently under the guise 
of education or entertainment. As a consequence, this phenom-
enon within society is becoming more diverse and more accept-
able. In fact, fatality, respectively death and misfortune are a 
feature of postmodernism in the country (Rojeck, 1993). p.19.

Thanatourism is motivated by the desire for actual or sym-
bolic encounter with death. It is based on the so-called “thana-
tology”, i.e. the scientific study of death and deathbed visions 
(cited Moody, R 1977). It clarifies circumstances of a person’s 
death, mourning of the loved ones of deceased and larger social 
attitudes towards death as a memorial ritual.

Lennon and Foley (1999) defined thanatourism as a type of 
tourism where participants feel a desire to see and experience 
the atmosphere of the places associated with death and human 
suffering. Travelling to these places was also seen as a ‘herit-
age of cruel tourism, dark tourism as well as tourism of black 

Fig 2 . Monument to the defenders of Warsaw - a children’s memorial
Source: Peter Čuka - author photograph

sites’ (Austin, 2002, Lennon and Foley, 1999, 2000). Concept of 
thanatourism was developed in response to the growing desire of 
tourists to feel and experience the places where the death, natu-
ral disasters and man-made tragedies occurred (Austin, 2002, 
Lennon and Foley, 1999, 2000, Strange and Kempa, 2003). 

Thanatourism is a philosophical variant of post-modern 
term dark tourism. In other words, the concept of dark tour-
ism involves wider variations of visit rates of sites associated 
with death, whereas the thanatourism is a narrower concept 
which is more or less of cognitive nature of such specific sites 
(Tanaś, S., 2006)

Seaton (1996) identified five forms of thanatourism. These 
comprise:

1. viewing and experiencing laws of death or tragedy,
2. attending sites where individual death, mass death, disas-

ter of tragedy have occurred,
3. visits to memorials of the deceased,
4. viewing relics, evidence of, or symbols linked to particular 

tragic events that are in some way connected to death, in 
locations other than the original sites, and

5. experiencing reenactments of events that in some way in-
volve death.

The term dark tourism was established in 1996, but there has 
always been dark travelling. Stone (2005) defines dark tourism 
as a “travelling and visiting places, attractions and exhibitions 
which are associated with death and suffering, and its main 
theme is seemingly morbid”, which he subsequently corrected 
to “travelling and visiting places, monuments and exhibitions, 
whose main theme is showing real or artificially arranged death, 
suffering and apparent terror”. Another definition identifies 
dark tourism as visitations to places where tragedies or histori-
cally noteworthy death occurred and that continue to impact 
our lives (Tarlow in Novelli, 2005).
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According to Stone (2005), dark tourism is manifested in 
various forms and subcategories. These include: 

Grief tourism- travelling and visiting places connected with 
the tragic event. 

Disaster tourism- travelling and visiting places associated with 
natural disasters.

Doomsday Tourism- visiting places ‘destroyed’ by catastrophes 
(mostly environmental) that may be or will be responsible for 
the ‘doomsday’.

Poverty Tourism- involves visiting impoverished areas.
Grief tourism also has some subtypes associated with grief, 

mourning or sorrow. There can be included:
Battlefield tourism – e.g. Waterloo
Cemetery tourism – e.g. Pére Lachaise in Paris
Disaster tourism – e.g. Fukushima
Ghost tourism – e.g. Scotland, Romania.

Visiting cultural-historical sites and their parts, where e.g. 
murders, massacres, and genocide took place in the past can be 
considered as cultural learning in the context of dark tourism. 
An example is the historic part of Krakow’s Kazimierz, where 
during World War II a Jewish ghetto was created. History of the 
ghetto was popularized by Thomas Keanaly book “Schindler’s 
List” and the eponymous movie. Subsequently visits to Krakow 
and Kazimierz as well as nearby concentration camp Auschwitz 
multiplied (the eponymous film received an Oscar in 1993 - see 
Table 2). Potentially important destination for world dark tour-
ism is area of Katyn forest, where the Soviet army launched 
genocide against the Polish nation and in 1940 executed about 
25 thousand people. Also this tragedy has been cinematized by 
Oscar-winning director Andrzej Wajda in 2007. Furthermore, 
the government aircraft crashed in 2010 in the Smolensk air-
port near the Katyn forest, where 95 passengers were killed, 
including Polish President Lech Kaczynski and his wife.

It follows that the world’s most famous and most visited 
“dark museum” Oswiecim-Auchwitz - Birkenau in Poland shows 
upward tendency in the recent decade.

The final resting places have other forms and motives of 
visiting. Their cultural dimension may have the character of 
recognizing differences in sepulchral architecture (tombstone 

architecture). This may differ in the professed religion, but also 
the geographical differences. S. Tanaś (2008) identified motives 
of cultural visits to cemeteries as follows:

1. burials - celebrities that have historical significance and 
enjoyed universal respect,

2. position of necropolis - an attractive location and surroun-
ding landscape scenery,

3. the art of sepulchral architecture - curious gravestones,
4. history of necropolis - a unique and appealing history,
5. symbolic and religious value,
6. general atmosphere of the place.

We think that some of the necropolises meet practically all 
the features of cultural visiting the necropolis and determine 
the form of cultural dark tourism of place. An example is the 
Paris Pere Lachaise.

Types of visiting cities of sepulchral tourism also include:
1. Museums of funerals – e.g. in Vienna, Hamburg,
2. The graves of saints – e.g. at Ephesus (John the Apostle’s 

tomb), Rome (St. Peter grave), Tours (St. Martin grave).
3. World Jewish cemeteries - Prague Jozefov, Lodz Jewish 

Cemetery, Jerusalem
4. Military cemeteries - Collevile Sur Mer, Mamay mound, 

Slavin, Dukla

High visiting rate of sites of final resting is shown in Table 3:

According to a website dedicated to the issue of dark tour-
ism www.vacationideas.me among top 10 dark tourism desti-
nations may be included: Dharavi Slum, Mumbai - India, Cu 
Chi Tunnels, Saigon - Vietnam, Tuol Sleng Genocide Museum, 
Phnom Penh - Cambodia, Devil’s Island - French Guyana, Lon-
don Dungeon - United Kingdom, alienation zone of Chernobyl 
- Ukraine; Auschwitz concentration Camp - Poland; Bridge on 
the River Kwai - Thailand, Ground Zero, New York City - Unit-
ed States, road tunnel de l ‘Alma Paris - France.

In Slovakia, there is a tradition of military cemeteries (from 
the period of both world wars), military monuments, memo-
rials, museums and historic cemeteries and memorials. Some 
places combine these more attractions with potential of dark 
tourism, thanatourism or sepulchral tourism. An example of 
such a link is Slavin in Bratislava. Slavin is a scenic point of 
Bratislava, it is also the final resting place of more than 6,800 
Soviet soldiers killed in World War II monument as well as War 
Memorial. A similar example is the Dukla Pass in the district 
of Svidník. There are 265 graves of Czechoslovak and Soviet 

Year Number of visitors Annual change in %

2001 492 500 -
2002 541 800 + 10,01
2003 578 700 + 6,81
2004 699 700 + 20,91
2005 927 000 + 32,49
2006 989 500 + 6,74
2007 1 220 000 + 23,29
2008 1 130 000 - 7,38
2009 1 300 000 + 15,04
2010 1 380 000 + 6,15
2011 1 405 000 + 1,81

Tab . 2 Visit rate in Oswiecim - Auschwitz 2001 - 2011

Source: Calculated according to Annual Report Oswiecim 2011 in: www.http://
en.auschwitz.org/m/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=620&Itemid=49)

Tab . 3 Visiting rate of some world cemeteries in 2005

Name of cemetery Annual visiting rate

Arlington NC Washington 3 000 000
Pere Lachaise Paris 800 000
Prague Jozefov 670 000
Green Wood NY 500 000
Campo Santo Pisa 210 000
St Louis New Orleans 100 000
Abney ParkCementery London 70  000

Source: Tanaś,S, (2008)
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Fig . 3 Cemetery - Paris Pere Lachaise a world example of sepulchral architecture
Source:  Peter Čuka – author photography

soldiers it is both monument and a museum of combat vehicles, 
combat aircraft and tanks, which are arranged along the inter-
national road E 371 leading from Prešov to Rzeszow in the area 
Svidník - Vyšný Komárnik. Monuments of the Dukla Pass have 
the status of national cultural heritage. In Slovakia a number of 
sites associated with bloody battles of World War II, or massa-
cres of civilians has this status. Examples are - Lime kiln with a 
monument and museum in the village of Nemecká (900 people 
executed), the place of executions in the village Kremnička (747 
people executed), Kľak (84 executed by the Nazis), Ostrý Grúň 
(62 executed by the Nazis) and many others.

In Slovakia there is the National Cemetery in Martin. It is a 
cultural-historical monument, where the most important person-
alities of Slovak cultural, artistic and public life were buried. Since 
1967 the National Cemetery is also a national cultural heritage. 

There is a number of historic cemeteries, Roman - Catholic, 
Protestant and Jewish (693 Jewish cemeteries, according to http://
www.slovak-jewish-heritage.org/slovakia-jewish-cemeteries.
html?&L=1) which are the part of the urban space of all monu-
ments and historical sites, especially of Bratislava, Košice, Prešov, 
Žilina, Banská Bystrica, Nitra, Banská Štiavnica, Levice etc. 

With respect to contemporary sites of tragedies, these have 
not been established as tourism products or tourist destinations 
of dark tourism, yet. Anniversaries of these tragedies became 
medially known, have become part of pop culture and are com-
memorated via plaques. The following sites also have a dark 
tourism potential: lakes and recreation centre in Golden Sands, 
Bratislava - as the site of the plane crash in 1976, crash of he-
licopter services in Mlynická valley in the Tatra Mountains 
in 1979, crash of a bus with train near the village Polomka in 
2009, but also the crash of a military aircraft near the Košice, 

close to Hungarian village Hejce in 2006. The most famous 
object of pop culture interest in Slovakia is an alleged killer 
Elizabeth Bathory (1560-1614). This subject was literary pro-
cessed by Nižnánsky, J (1932) in the novel Lady of Čachtice. 
In 1980 the animated film titled Bloody Lady was produced by 
Viktor Kubal. The latest achievement is the epic movie of Juraj 
Jakubisko titled Bathory (2008). For these reasons, Čachtický 
castle and town Čachtice are potentially centres of dark tour-
ism. Dracula’s castle in the town of Bran (Romania) which is 
visited by tens of thousands of tourists, can be a model and 
inspiration for the development of Čachtice, 

The issue of identification, classification, localization of 
military cemeteries of World War I in the district of Svidník 
and their use for tourism was mapped by Slivková, S. (2011). 
There are about 40 cemeteries in the district (see map 2). The 
potential of visiting these sites consists in:

1. location of cemeteries in the area of international road 
E 371 between Presov (Slovakia) and Rzeszow (Poland) 
with potential of trans-border tourism

2. attractive mountain and foothill location predominantly 
in Ondavská Highlands and Laborecká Highlands with 
potential of mountain hiking, biking, cultural tourism 
and agro-tourism,

3. war memorials in Svidník and the Dukla Pass,
4. cemetery of German soldiers from World War II in the 

village Hunkovce with potential of ethno-tourism.

The above analysis shows that it is possible to consider the 
development of real dark tourism in the north-eastern region of 
Slovakia. In case of the district of Svidník is possible to design 
tourism products with a share of dark tourism. The natural and 
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anthropogenic tourist potential has also some limitations. Both 
considered cities do not have metropolitan character. Prešov with 
about 90 thousand citizens, Svidník with 12 thousand citizens 
and Rzeszow with about 180 thousand citizens with only a part 
of the population that would be interested in set of tourism prod-
ucts with a share of dark tourism. Another limitation is the poor 
technical condition of the road E 371. Travel restrictions of the 
road are in profile, terrain, technical condition and also in flu-
ent driving. A significant limitation appears to be an insufficient 
capacity of tourism infrastructure and superstructure. Directly in 
Svidník are only two hotels with a capacity of about 85 beds and 
in the whole district there is a bed capacity of 390 beds only (www.
statistics.sk). There are about 7 restaurants along E 371 and other 

Graph 1 . Number of tourists staying in the district Svidník in the years 2001 – 2009

Map 2 Location of military cemeteries of World War I in the district of Svidník
Source:  According to Slivková,S. (2011)

Source: According to Slivková,S. (2011)

14 restaurants in Svidník. Statistical analyses of tourists staying 
in the district between 2001 - 2009 show a downward trend of 
visits, as well as smaller share of foreign tourists see graph 1.

Assuming a 10% interest in dark tourism with an average 
annual visiting about 3 thousand tourists staying in the district, 
we get a target group of about 300 “dark tourists”. However, 
we think, that dark tourism in the investigated area can be 
conceived as part of the cognitive, cultural-historical and sport-
recreational stays of tourists so that, e.g. visiting cemeteries of 
World War I is part of their daily program. Greater interest can 
only be addressed after a comprehensive completion of road 
infrastructure, including the complete reconstruction of E 371, 
wider supply of recreational activities - a good example is the 
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completion of a water world Svidník (including indoor swim-
ming pools). A matter of course should be a complete tourist 
infrastructure and superstructure capacity with a good transre-
gional and transnational management of tourism activities.

4 Conclusion
The presented contribution is exploratory and cognitive in-

tersection of selected problems of dark tourism and also the 
result of empirical experience of one of the authors (see pho-
tos). It summarizes borders of dark tourism and its subtypes, 
especially thanatourism, sepulchral tourism. All these terms 
have historical roots that stretch back to the ancient era. At the 
end of the 20-th century, the cult of death became a part of pop 

culture. Fiction but mostly cinematography has contributed to 
this. Motives and dark tourism destinations published by us 
point out that:

1. dark tourism is a part of cultural tourism,
2. some forms of dark tourism may have deviant motives 

and we refuse them to include into ethically and morally 
defined types and forms of tourism,

3. contribution is a basis for future research projects of dark 
tourism in our country, as it defines the motives as well as 
geographical extension in Slovakia,

4. contribution locates and analyzes the potential of sepulch-
ral tourism in the region of eastern Slovakia, especially mi-
litary memorials and military cemeteries of World War I.
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Abstract

Slovakia is the country with a long history of the use of geothermal water for recreational purposes. Slovakia possess extensive infrastructure – some 
of which developed at the site of earlier facilities. In the first decade of the 21st century, Poland also began to develop geothermal bathing facilities. 
Many such facilities were successful, which gave rise to even more facilities. The following is a research-based analysis of stage and key determinants 
of geothermal facility development in Poland and Slovakia, including:

- supply of geothermal water, its accessibility and quality, technical issues, costs of extraction, costs of use, costs of waste management,
- history and operational traditions associated with geothermal facilities,
- legal issues linked to geothermal water extraction, construction of recreational facilities and the use of geothermal water,
- new social trend to visit thermal baths, its relationship to wellness and the use of free time.

Key words: geothermal water, geothermal pools, replication effect, Poland, Slovakia

Paper type: Scientific study

1 Introduction
The number of geothermal bathing facilities is increasing 

rapidly across Central and Eastern Europe, which includes Po-
land and Slovakia. Several large geothermal bathing facilities 
have emerged in Poland over the last several years, while ad-
ditional facilities are at the construction stage. In Slovakia, a 
large number of such facilities were built in the mid-1980s, es-
pecially in the Carpathian Mountains. Popular interest in active 
recreation increased after the year 2000, which resulted in the 
construction of more large geothermal pools in Slovakia. More 
than two million tourists visited the three largest Slovak geo-
thermal bathing facilities in 2007 (Liptowski Mikułasz, Poprad, 
Bardejov). The emergence of such facilities in Poland is largely 
an attempt to replicate the success of Slovak facilities. Poland’s 
geothermal bathing industry is still in its initial stage of devel-
opment (Dej, Huculak, Jarczewski 2013). 

The paper attempts to analyze the determinants of geother-
mal facility development in Poland and Slovakia as well as the 
creation of an entire new industry. It also compares the level of 
facility development in the two countries.    

1.1 Methods
The analysis of geothermal facility development is based on 

existing research papers on the supply of geothermal water in 
Europe as well as legal issues associated with geothermal bath-
ing facilities and health spas. Other analyzed papers include 
works on spa and wellness tourism and other publications on 

the tourism industry in Poland and Slovakia. Other key sources 
of information (e.g. ticket prices) on geothermal bathing facili-
ties include the internet pages of facilities in Poland and Slova-
kia. The web portal infobasen.pl also provides valuable informa-
tion in the form of comparisons between the various facilities in 
Poland, Slovakia, and Hungary. Finally, orthophotomaps were 
used in conjunction with GIS software to analyze land use with 
respect to geothermal bathing facilities.  

The analysis of geothermal bathing facility development is 
complicated by the need to separate purely recreational facili-
ties from health spas. Geothermal facilities and health spas usu-
ally remain separate in Poland, while in Slovakia the two tend 
to coexist at one location. In light of this difference, the paper 
reviews all facilities regardless of whether geothermal pools are 
accompanied by health spas or not. 

2 Development of the geothermal bathing 
industry in Poland and Slovakia

A number of factors underpin the success of geothermal 
bathing facilities in Poland and Slovakia; however, the most 
important factors include the supply of geothermal water, geo-
thermal bathing traditions, trend towards healthy lifestyles, 
and the growing role of tourism in the global economy. Another 
key factor is different legal regulations in Poland and Slovakia 
pertaining to the use of geothermal water. The following is an 
analysis of each of the factors listed above. 

1 Article is the result of research carried out in the project Factors of the success of thermal parks in Visegrád Group countries: exchange of good practices. 
The project was financed by the International Visegrád Fund in the years 2012-2013. Standard Grant No. 21210145.
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2.1 Supply of geothermal water
The key driver of the development of the geothermal bath-

ing industry is the supply of geothermal water. Hungary boasts 
the largest geothermal bathing industry in Central and Eastern 
Europe; Slovakia ranks second, while Poland ranks third. Figure 
1 shows the geothermal potential of Europe via the continent’s 
geothermal heat flow density.

Slovakia possesses a relatively large supply of geothermal wa-
ter obtained from 76 wells (Tab. 1). A large part of the geother-
mal water occurs at low temperatures. The maximum tempera-
ture of extracted geothermal water in Slovakia is 92oC, while 
the average temperature is 47.6oC. According to the Atlas of 
Geothermal Resources (Hurter, Haenel 2002), a total of 35 loca-
tions in Slovakia use geothermal water for heating and bath-
ing purposes. The largest concentration of geothermal sites is 
in southern Slovakia – especially in the Danube River Basin. 
According to the Atlas, there were 80 geothermal pools with 
a total surface area of 50,000 m2 in 2002. The pools and spas 
combined were capable of serving 75,000 visitors per day. There 
were 11 geothermal facilities in Slovakia in 2002; another 24 
were under construction.       

Poland possesses less geothermal water than does Slovakia 
(Tab. 1) and its location is quite variable, ranging from the Pol-
ish Lowlands to the Carpathian Mountains, Carpathian Foot-
hills, and the Sudety Mountains (Fig. 2). In 2011 the supply 
of extractable groundwater in Poland was estimated at 4,225 
m3/h, which was 4% more than during the previous year (Szu-
flicki 2012). Geothermal water (warmer than 20oC) constitut-
ed 73% of the total documented groundwater supply in Poland. 

About 63% (almost 7 mln m3) of the geothermal water was 
extractable. The primary use of geothermal water (almost 70%) 
in 2011 was district heating.    

2.2 Tradition and history
The history of Slovak bathing facilities offering medical and 

recreational services reaches the end of the 14th century. The 
region began to attract tourists drawn by rich Carpathian min-
eral springs including geothermal springs. 

The first mention of the use of geothermal water for medi-
cal purposes in Slovakia comes from the second half of the 14 
th century – Turcianskie Teplice and Rajecke Teplice. However, 
more formal geothermal bathing facilities did not emerge until 
after World War One. The first Slovak town to build a geother-

Fig . 1 . Geothermal heat flow in Europe
Source: www.energetykon.pl/geotermia-wykorzystywanie-cieplnej-energii-wnetrza-ziemi,13163.html.

 Poland Slovakia

Number of springs/wells 20 76

Number of towns with springs/wells 12* 76

Average temperature of springs (oC) 47.7 47.6

Number of operating geothermal installations 2** 11

Number of geothermal installations under construction 8*** 24

Table 1 . Geothermal springs and installations in Poland and Slovakia

*Ciechocinek, Pyrzyce, Skierniewice, Uniejów, Bańska, Konstancin, Trzebnica, 
Cieplice, Lądek-Zdrój, Jastrzębie-Zdrój, Ustroń, Iwonicz-Zdrój
**Bańska, Pyrzyce
***Stargard Szczeciński, Skierniewice, Żyrardów, Mszczonów, Poddębice, 
Koło, Czarnków, Uniejów
Source: authors after Hurter, Haenel 2002.
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mal pool was Orawice (Piziak 2013). The next Slovak town to 
build a geothermal pool was Vrbov.    

The number of Slovak geothermal bathing facilities increased 
dramatically in the mid-1980s. New geothermal facilities emerged 
in traditional health spa towns including Drużbaki Wyżne and 
Turcianskie Teplice. The growing popularity of geothermal facilities 
prompted the construction of even more modern facilities at other 
locations (Piziak, Pawlusiński 2012). Increasing popular interest 
in active recreation after the year 2000 leads to the construction 
of large geothermal complexes in Liptowski Mikulasz (Tatralan-
dia, 2003), Poprad (AquaCity, 2003), and Bardejov (Thermal Park 
Beszeniowa, now called Gino Paradise, expanded in 2005). Ac-
cording to the Slovak National Tourist Office in Poland, the three 
largest geothermal complexes in Slovakia attracted more than two 
million tourists in 2007 alone. More than half of the tourists had 
come from Poland (Piziak 2013). The large number of Polish, 
Czech and Ukrainian tourists prompted developers to build even 
more new facilities and upgrade existing facilities. The best exam-

Fig . 2 . Geothermal water in Poland
Source: M. Huculak based on Szuflicki 2012, 

after Płochniewski 1994.

ple of this is Tatralandia – the largest water park in Central and 
Eastern Europe. Tatralandia was acquired in 2011 by Slovakia’s 
largest tourist services company – Tatry Mountain Resorts.  

The success of Slovak geothermal bathing facilities in recent 
years, especially those in the Carpathian Mounatins, is linked to 
substantial tourist traffic from Poland. The large population of 
southern Poland has helped fuel the growth of Slovak geother-
mal bathing facilities. However, the introduction of the euro in 
Slovakia in 2009 helped make Slovak tourist sites less competi-
tive. This was also true of geothermal bathing facilities. In addi-
tion, similar facilities emerged north of the Carpathians in the 
Podhale region of southern Poland. While the number of Poles 
visiting Slovakia remains much higher than the number of Slo-
vaks visiting Poland, the popularity of Slovakia has decreased 
in recent years (Fig. 3). Furthermore, the main reason for Pol-
ish tourists to visit Slovakia remains geothermal pools (Tab. 
2). Data for the period 2003-2007 (pre-euro period) indicate 
that the largest Slovak geothermal bathing facilities attracted  
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immense numbers of tourists. The visitor growth rate increased 
the most at AquaCity Poprad and Aquapark Tatralandia, and 
stagnated at Thermal Park Beszeniowa (Tab. 3).

The decreased competitiveness of Slovak geothermal bath-
ing facilities presents an opportunity for emerging Polish geo-
thermal bathing facilities, which may draw on their competi-
tors’ experience. 

By analogy with Slovakia, the history of geothermal facilities 
in Poland may also be analyzed in the context of health spas. 

There existed about 400 health spa towns in prewar Po-
land. Guidebooks from that era indicate that several different 
types of spas were in existence at the time: (1) proper spas, 
(2) medical facilities, (3) summer spas, (4) climate spas, (5) 
bathing areas. Most of the spas were located in mountainous 
and foothill areas of Poland (Rogers 2009). Historical data in-
dicate that Slovak spas were more developed than Polish spas. 
World War Two destroyed spa infrastructure both in Poland 
and Slovakia. Tourist traffic and spa towns came back to life 
after the war faster in Poland versus Slovakia. Most spas dur-
ing the prewar period were owned by nobles and physicians.     

Spa towns became much less popular in the period 1945-1989 
when Poland and Slovakia were governed by communist regimes. 
Spa towns had been primarily recreational centers prior to World 
War II and their medical function had been a secondary one. 
The postwar communist period (1945-1989) turned health spas 
into closed facilities that resembled hospitals. According to Rog-
ers (2009, p. 71): The most successful health spas in Europe were not 
those with the best mineral waters or those offering the best balneology. In-
stead, these were spas with the best additional infrastructure, high quality 
customer service, good connections to major cities, and good marketing 
skills (…). After World War Two, health spas in Poland and Slovakia 
followed a different path than those in Western Europe. Health spas 
became an intrinsic part of the national healthcare system, while spas 

Complex
Number of visitors (thousands)

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

AquaCity Poprad - - 490 750 893
Aquapark Tatralandia 230 550 570 650 753
Termal Park Beszeniowa 490 500 500 500 488 

Purpose of visit ( %) Share of visitors ( %)

Transit 31.5
Leisure 19.7
Work, education 14.8
Visiting family, friends 12.0
Shopping 9.4
Heritage tourism 8.7
Bathing 3.4
Other recreation 0.6
Total 100.0

2 Now called Termy Szaflary.

Table 2 . Purpose of visit to Slovakia in 2007

Source: www.econonomy.gov.sk.

Table 3 . Number of visitors at the largest geothermal bathing 
complexes in Slovakia in 2003-2007

Source: Piziak 2013 after Macko 2008.

in Western Europe remained mostly private business enterprises. Today, 
spas in Poland and Slovakia may be contrasted with those in Western 
and Southern Europe as spas focused on traditional healing using mineral 
waters and mud, with some contributions from medical science.           

The mismatch between the offering provided by Polish health 
spas and customer needs in a market-oriented economy is de-
scribed by T. Wołowiec (2003, p. 97): The prewar development of 
Polish health spas may serve as a model of health spa development, tour-
ism, sports and recreation, as well as the cultural aspect of such entities. 
The postwar period transformed health spas into large spa-type 
hospitals with group discipline and generic rules of operation 
(Wołowiec 2002 a,b, Wołowiec 2003, Golba 2001).

The political and economic transition following the year 
1989 revealed the real state of Polish health spas, with all their 
weaknesses and degrees of mismatch between their offering and 
customer needs in a market-oriented economy. 

The growth of geothermal bathing facilities in Poland in re-
cent years occurred without any connection to existing health 
spa facilities. The popularity of Slovak geothermal facilities 
prompted Polish developers to build similar facilities in Poland. 
The late arrival of Polish geothermal bathing facilities may be 
explained by legal and organizational problems associated with 
the late issuance of drilling permits and the significant costs of 
construction (Piziak 2013).   

The first geothermal bathing facilities in Poland were con-
structed after the year 2000. Most are located in the Podhale 
region of southern Poland: Zakopane (Aquapark, 2006; Polana 
Szymoszkowa, 2007, use of geothermal water in 2009), Szaf-
lary (Termy Podhalańskie2, 2008), Bukowina Tatrzańska (Terma 
Bukovina, 2008), and Białka Tatrzańska (Terma Bania, 2011). 
Two facilities in Central Poland were also constructed: Uniejów 
(2008), Mszczonów (2009). Nevertheless, Polish geothermal fa-
cilities are still smaller than Slovak facilities. The establishment 
of a geothermal bathing facility in Podhale is more difficult than 
that in Slovakia due to highly fragmented land ownership and 
complex land ownership structures. In addition, some facilities 
in Podhale must manage low water temperatures Polana Szymo-
szkowa) and limited water output (Bukowina Tatrzańska, Białka 
Tatrzańska).                      

2.3 Legal issues

The European Union does not regulate health spas and rec-
reational facilities using geothermal water. Hence, such facili-
ties are regulated at the national level. Two legal issues warrant 
consideration: (1) geothermal water exploration and use, (2) 
healthcare aspect of spa operation. 

In many European countries (Hungary, Spain, France), health 
spa services are considered optional services and not basic services, 
as is the case in Poland, Slovakia and Germany (Rogers 2009).  

In light of Slovakia and large parts of Poland being part of the 
Austro-Hungarian Empire in the 19th century, health spa services 
were governed by unified laws of the Empire at the time. When 
Poland regained its independence in 1918, its government made 
an effort to unify its legal system by combining or changing Prus-
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sian, Austrian, and Russian laws. The same was true of Czecho-
slovakia, with a plethora of Austrian and Hungarian laws. The 
Act on Health Spas was passed in 1922 in Poland and remained 
in force until 1966. Czechoslovakia did not manage to change 
or amend its Austrian and Hungarian laws, which remained in 
effect throughout the prewar era (Rogers 2009).   

Both Czechoslovak and Polish legislation maintained health 
spas purely as medical facilities during the era of communism be-
tween 1945 and 1989. In Czechoslovakia, the 1951 Act on Uni-
fied Healthcare and Disease Prevention made health spas a part 
of the national healthcare system. This law made every health 
spa a hospital. Another piece of Czechoslovak legislation on spas 
and springs passed in 1955 confirmed the status of health spas as 
hospitals. Both Poland and Czechoslovakia passed new laws on 
health spas in 1966. The Polish legislation classified health spas 
as a division of the national healthcare system.  

Legislation on health spas changed again after 1989 when 
Poland and Czechoslovakia made the transition to democ-
racy. Czechoslovakia dissolved into the Czech Republic and 
Slovakia in 1993. Slovakia introduced a number of new 
healthcare laws in 1994. These laws also covered health spas. 
Both Poland and Slovakia again changed their health spa laws 
in 2005 and these remain in effect today. The Polish piece of 
legislation is known as the Act on Health Spas, Health Spa 
Natural Areas, and Health Spa Townships (Journal of Laws 
2005 No. 167 Item 1399). The legislation outlines the fol-
lowing notions:

basis for, and the conditions of, operating and financing a health spa, •
areas of medical treatment at health spas, •
regulations on the management of health spa services, •
regulations on the assignment of health spa status or health  •
spa natural area status,
regulations on the cancellation of health spa status or health  •
spa natural area status,
duties of health spa townships. •
The Act cited above as well as the Ordinance of the Council 

of Ministers of February 14, 2006 on Groundwater, Brine, Me-
dicinal Salts, Thermal Waters, and Deposits of Other Medici-
nal Elements, as well as the Classification of Common Under-
ground Resources from Specific Deposits or Geological Units 
as Basic Underground Resources (Journal of Laws No. 32, Item 
220 from Feb. 27, 2006) defines the supply of thermal water 
as the supply of groundwater present within all geological units 
with a wellhead temperature of at least 20oC; does not apply to 
water drained from active and inactive mines.     

Polish and Slovak laws regulate the exploration for – and 
use of – geothermal water in a similar manner. Both countries 
recognize geothermal water as that with a temperature over 
20oC. The system of geothermal water use is based on conces-
sions and environmental permits. However, it is easier to start 
a geothermal business in Slovakia than in Poland. The Slovak 
concession process is easier, which includes exploration and ex-
traction permits for geothermal and medicinal water as well as 
brine. The concession procedure for geothermal water explora-
tion is outlined in detail in the Act of June 9, 2011, Geological 
and Mining Law (Journal of Laws 2011 No. 163 Item 981). 

2.4 Healthy lifestyles trend
The second half of the 20th century produced a rapidly grow-

ing trend – healthy lifestyles. According to G. Lasak (2008, p. 
28-29): It is commonly believed that health tourism including 
spa tourism will be one of the fastest growing areas of tourism. 
This is undoubtedly associated with the aging of European so-
ciety, generally increased awareness of health issues, increased 
desire to improve one’s health regardless of age, and generally 
rising incomes. Modern lifestyles make it difficult to pursue 
long spa stays, which makes traditional spa treatments some-
what obsolete. Instead, short stays including weekend stays or 
other short stays are becoming increasingly common at wellness 
and spa facilities.    

The increasing use of the word “wellness” is one indication 
of its popularity. The term wellness was formally introduced in 
1948 by the World Health Organization (Rogers 2009 based 
on Jaworska 2006) and represents a linkage between the words 
well-being and fitness. It is important to note that the term spa 
is more specialized than the term wellness and includes ele-
ments of wellness that require water (spa water, mineral water, 
geothermal water, stream water and tap water). 

While healthy lifestyles (e.g. spa and wellness) have been 
fashionable in Western Europe for decades, this trend is new in 
Poland and other countries in Central and Eastern Europe. The 
wellness philosophy arrived in Western Europe from the United 
States in the 1980s, where it had developed in the 1960s. West-
ern European countries such as Germany, Italy, France, and 
Austria are leaders in the number of wellness facilities; however, 
the rate of growth of the wellness sector is decreasing due to the 
recent global economic crisis, general market saturation, and 
decreasing demand. Spa and wellness facilities are rapidly in-
creasing in number in Central and Eastern Europe, in part due 
to the influx of EU funds (Poděbradský 2008).    

It is not possible to compare wellness facilities completely 
objectively in light of the absence of databases offering data on 
all such facilities. The only data available consist of estimates 
produced separately for each given country using different es-
timation methods.  

Wellness tourism has a relatively long history in Slovakia, 
thanks in part to clear tax laws (Wittemberger, Pinka 2005). 
The hotel industry in Slovakia estimates the number of hotels 
with wellness services at about thirty. Unlike in Poland, well-
ness centers in Slovakia (except water parks) are located in 
health spa towns and supplement the offering of health spas 
(Rogers 2009).

Spa services tend to be offered along with tourist and rec-
reational services (e.g. wellness) in the Carpathian part of Slo-
vakia. This makes it possible to manage seasonal tourist traf-
fic. Wellness centers are available in Drużbaki Wyżne, Rajecké 
Teplice, and Turčianské Teplice. Some of the largest facilities in 
Slovakia include geothermal pool complexes such as those in 
Liptowski Mikułasz, Beszeniowa, Poprad, and Orawice (Piziak 
2013). Tourism data from 2007 (Macko 2008) illustrate the 
popularity of wellness services in Slovakia and their impact on 
tourism at the national level. The data show that seven out of 
the ten most popular tourist sites in Slovakia are geothermal 
bathing facilities (Tab. 4).   
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No . Name Town Rating*

POLAND

1 Park Wodny Bania Białka Tatrzańska 8.1
2 Termy Maltańskie Poznań 7.6
3 Terma Bukowina Tatrzańska 7.3
4 Aquapark Zakopane Zakopane 6.9
5 Termy Podhalańskie Bańska Niżna 6.1
SLOVAKIA

1 Aquapark Tatralandia Liptovský Mikuláš 7.4
2 Thermal Park Velky Meder Velky Meder 7.4
3 Thermal Park Besenova Besenova 7.2
4 Aqua City Poprad Poprad 6.9
5 Aqua Park Turcianskie Teplice Turcianske Teplice 6.8

Table 5 . Top ranked Polish and Slovak geothermal bathing facilities

* comprehensive rating for the entire complex from www.infobasen.pl.
Source: www.infobasen.pl.

The wellness trend has a much shorter history in Poland and 
generally replicates trends in Slovakia. This is especially true of 
geothermal bathing facilities. The hotel industry in Poland esti-
mates the number of hotels featuring wellness services to be about 
100. Unlike in Slovakia, wellness centers in Poland tend to emerge 
at environmentally attractive locations, and usually not in health 
spa towns. Some spa towns in Poland restrict the introduction 
of wellness services, perceiving them to be competitive and not 
complementary. Some older health spas are introducing wellness 
services in an effort to modernize their customer offering.     

While the history of wellness services in Poland is very 
short, it is characterized by a high rate of growth in the wellness 
industry including health spas. Today’s health spas include hospi-
tals and traditional spa facilities as well as high quality hotels, pools, 
water parks, and other attractions. The current trend to prevent ill-
ness is creating a link between health spas and spa tourism (Małecka, 
Marcinkowski 2007, p. 14). 

The first Polish facility to offer comprehensive spa treatment 
was the Dr. Irena Eris Hotel Spa in the 1990s in the town of 
Krynica. Other spa facilities in the Carpathian Mountains fol-
lowed suit including Zakopane, Wierchomla, Rytro, Wisła, Szc-
zyrk, Bielsko-Biała, Ustroń. A number of large geothermal bath-
ing facilities were built after 2005. The first such spa and recre-
ational facility was built in Zakopane – Antałówka in 2006.
3 Current stage of development
3.1 Attractiveness of facilities 

There are currently nine geothermal bathing facilities in 
Poland. Five out of nine are located close to each other in the 
southern Podhale region – two in the city of Zakopane, two in 
Bukowina Tatrzańska Township, and one in Szaflary Township.  

Geothermal bathing facilities in Poland differ significantly in 
terms of size, number of pools, pool surface area, outside and in-
side pool layout, facility equipment, additional services (e.g. sau-
na), and supplementary services (hotels and conference rooms). 
The most complete source of information on these facilities is 
currently available at infobasen.pl, a website that compares the 
offerings of various facilities. Each facility in Poland, Slovakia 
and Hungary listed by infobasen.pl is ranked on a scale from 0 
to 10 (maximum). The ranking consists of two parts: quality of 

offering (70%), customer opinions (30%). Table 5 shows a list of 
the top ranked facilities in Poland and Slovakia.    

Slovakia possess many more geothermal bathing facilities 
than does Poland. This includes many of the top ranked facili-
ties. Seventeen facilities were identified in Slovakia that meet 
the criteria described earlier. The best of the best facilities list-
ed on infobasen.pl are found in Hungary. Slovak facilities are 
ranked somewhat lower – none of the top five Slovak facilities 
were ranked an eight or higher. The highest rank was achieved 
by Aquapark Tatralandia in Liptowski Mikulasz and Thermal 
Park Velky Meder (7.4 each). Figure 3 and Table 5 show each of 
the facilities described herein. 

3.2 Facility land use
Orthophotomaps as well as GIS software were used to esti-

mate the amount of land used by geothermal bathing facilities. 
The number of available orthophotomaps was limited; hence, 
only six of the largest Polish facilities and five Slovak facili-
ties were analyzed. The land use calculation was based on the 
assumption that a facility consists of buildings, external in-
frastructure, parking spaces, and external green areas such as 
grassy beaches surrounding outside pools.  

Table 4 . Top ten tourist attractions in Slovakia in 2007 (number of visitors)

TK – Termalne kupalisko     
Source: Macko 2008.

Tourist facility Rank Number of visitors (thousands)

AquaCity Poprad 1 893
Aquapark Tatralandia 2 753
TK Velky Meder 3 615
TK Podhajska 4 575
TK Vadas 5 555
TK Besenova 6 488
ZOO Bojnice 7 371
Muzem SNP 8 331
Aquathermal Senec 9 255
ZOO Bratislava 10 250

Fig . 3 . Number of Slovak tourists visiting Poland and Polish tourists 
visiting Slovakia for at least one day (24 hours) in the years 1998-2011

Source: Piziak 2013.
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Polish geothermal bathing centers occupy relatively small areas 
– less than 5 hectares (Tab. 6, Fig. 4). The largest Slovak facilities 
are much larger – between 7 and 11 hectares. Polish facilities offer 
few outdoor attractions, usually limited to a single outdoor pool 
with only some accompanying infrastructure. The one exception 
in Poland is Termy Bukowina Tatrzańska. Polish geothermal bath-
ing facility managers usually point to the high cost of outdoor 
infrastructure and the short summer season in Poland.    

3.3 Level of competitiveness
Poland possess few geothermal bathing facilities compared 

to Slovakia, which has seven times fewer inhabitants but more 
than twice as many geothermal bathing facilities. In Slovakia, 

there are about 300,000 residents per one facility (Tab. 7), while 
in Poland it is 4.2 million residents per facility. The dispropor-
tion is even larger given that the number of facilities in Slova-
kia is underestimated. Finally, Slovak facilities are distributed 
somewhat evenly throughout the country, while in Poland, they 
are concentrated in the small southern region of Podhale.    

A comparison of ticket prices in Poland and Slovakia in 2013 
is quite interesting (Fig. 5). The tickets analyzed were normal 
2.5-hour tickets during the high tourist season. The ticket prices 
in Poland and Slovakia reflect broader macroeconomic trends. 
Tickets in Slovakia are more expensive, mainly due to the use 
of the euro. In Poland, ticket prices vary strongly by region and 
type of offering.  

Fig . 4 . Popularity of geothermal spas in Poland, Slovakia, Hungary and the Czech Republic 
according to www.infobasen.pl 

Source: authors, on the basis of www.infobasen.pl ratings.

No . Name Township Total area Outdoor section Indoor section Car parking Other

1 Termy Podhalańskie Szaflary   79.3 15.6 20.7 28.9 14.0
2 Terma Bukowina Tatrz. 395.0 41.0 32.4 81.2 240.4
3 Termy Uniejów Uniejów   64.0 19.0 7.0 23.0 15.0
4 Polana Szymoszkowa Zakopane 186.0 113.0 4.4 no data no data
5 AquaparkZakopane Zakopane   93.3 7.9 31.9 16.7 36.8
6 Termy Maltańskie Poznań 456.0 no data no data 83.0 no data

Table 6 . Surface area of Polish geothermal complexes in 2011 (area given in ares)

Source: authors.
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Fig . 5 . Surface area occupied by geothermal pool complexes
Source: authors.

Country

Number of 
geothermal 
bathing 
centres*

Population 
(milions)

Population per 
1 geothermal 
facility (milions)

Poland 9 38.0 4.2
Slovakia 17 5.5 0.3 

Table 7 . Geothermal bathing facilities in Poland 
and Slovakia versus size of population

* for Slovakia, the figures are based on the number of facilities 
listed at www.infobasen.pl
** including two to be commissioned in 2013
Source: authors.

Furthermore, prices at spa and wellness centers differ 
from prices at health spas. According to 2009 data (Skal-
ska 2009), spa and wellness prices in Poland were much 
higher than those in other countries in Central and East-
ern Europe. Prices at Polish spa and wellness centers in 
2009 were markedly higher than those in Slovakia (Fig. 
7). The opposite was true of hotel prices at health spas, 
which make Poland highly price competitive in Central 
and Eastern Europe. This is especially true relative to ho-
tel prices at health spas in the Czech Republic (Fig. 6). 

Note: price of standard 2.5-hour visit in the high season
Fig . 6 . Ticket prices in Poland and Slovakia in 2013  

Source: authors.
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4 Conclusions

Poland and Slovakia share a number of historical, political, and 
cultural similarities. However, the two countries offer two very dif-
ferent climates for the development of geothermal bathing facili-
ties and the result of this has been disparity in the development 
of such facilities. An array of determinants affect the development 
of the geothermal bathing industry at the local, regional and na-
tional level. Key factors at the national level include the supply 
of geothermal water, geothermal traditions, national history, legal 
issues, as well as the recent trend towards healthy lifestyles, which 
help fuel the use of geothermal bathing facilities.   

An analysis of the determinants of geothermal bathing in-
dustry development indicates that faster development in Slova-
kia may be attributed primarily to a larger supply of geothermal 
water, which is concentrated in the Carpathian part of both 
Slovakia and Poland. Historical factors may also help explain 
the disparity in development. In Slovakia, health spas served 
as the basis for newly added recreational functions based on 
geothermal water after 1990. In Poland, health spas and rec-
reational centers developed in parallel but separately from one 
another during the same time period.  

A long tradition of health spa and geothermal bathing facil-
ity development in Slovakia makes the growth of the sector an  

Fig . 6 . Average hotel prices at health resort facilities in selected countries
Source: Skalska 2009.

Fig . 7 . Average hotel prices at spa and wellness facilities in selected countries 
Source: Skalska 2009.
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almost natural consequence of previous developments. Expan-
sion of the infrastructure and improvements in quality reinforce 
local traditions and the trend towards the use of such facilities. 
Sporadic use of geothermal water for medicinal purposes in Po-
land has not created a tradition of geothermal bathing. Polish 
geothermal bathing facilities simply seek to replicate the success 
of their Slovak counterparts. Many Polish tourists have had the 
chance to visit geothermal bathing facilities while on vacation in 

Slovakia or Hungary. The positive experience of Polish tourists 
abroad is generating demand at home. Local residents in Podhale 
have also taken note of the income generated by geothermal bath-
ing facilities in Slovakia and the value these facilities add to the 
overall tourist experience in the Tatra Mountains. Geothermal 
bathing facilities are especially practical in mountainous areas, 
which experience bad weather quite frequently, and an alterna-
tive to hiking and other good weather attractions is needed.    
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Abstract

Tourism space organizers use ‘death space’ for the purpose of creating tourism attractions and products in response to market demand. The article 
presents a short review of research into thanatourism and the use of ‘death space’ for tourism purposes in Europe and Poland, as well as selected 
examples of tourism assets and attractions related to death included as a part of Poland’s tourism potential and of cultural tourism.
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1 Introduction

Death is a cultural asset commonly found in contemporary 
cognitive tourism. The changing character of tourism consump-
tion leads to the discovery of new tourism spaces, often long 
familiar, but relatively poorly documented and studied.

Using selected Polish examples, the author makes an attempt 
to describe the tourism assets and attractions whose potential is 
based on the phenomenon and ontology of death, strengthened 
with artefacts and material and non-material heritage. Values 
associated with death within socio-geographical space allow 
‘death space’ to be identified as part of it. Those tourism moti-
vations and needs which result in travelling to a ‘death space’, 
have led to tourism attractions and products on the basis of 
‘death space’ being organised, and the subsequent development 
of this part of tourism space. At the same time, due to its cul-
tural value, ‘death space’ may be an important tourism goal 
(e.g. related to religion, education, or entertainment).

Global tourism, developing as a result of the increasing afflu-
ence of societies, the amount of leisure time and developments 
in transport, requires not only new tourism spaces and forms 
of organization, but also the fulfilment of needs arising social-
ly. One response to these needs is the development of various 
forms of cultural tourism. Rapidly developing social interests 
creating a tourism demand include sites and spaces related to 
death. These interests are reflected in academic research into 
the use of ‘death space’ in cultural tourism, as well as in the 
attempt to identify the relation between ‘death space’ and tour-
ism space (Seaton 1996, Tanaś 2006b, 2008b). 

Changes in the perception of death in the 20th c. undoubted-
ly resulted from the development of mass culture (Morin 1965) 
which significantly increased the popularity of comic-book type 

death, the fear of a dead person (a ghost), and the love of such 
scenes in literature, radio and film. Morin (1965) understands 
mass culture as that created according to the norms of industrial 
production, spread by means of mass media, and addressed to 
society. Mass culture favours participation in danger through me-
dia (e.g. death, disaster), while remaining completely safe. From 
beneath the deluge of violence presented to the contemporary 
inhabitant of the western world by the media and its cultural 
products, comes a mysterious fascination with death, accompa-
nied by a simultaneous desacralization of the act of dying. 

Death is inextricably connected with fear. Nowadays, it is 
presented not only through the macabre, murder, tragic acci-
dents, war, genocide, capital punishment and global threats, but 
also as entertainment. 21st c. humanity is constantly encounter-
ing violent and brutal death. However, death in everyday life 
is more ‘delicate’. Real death is distanced from the theatrical 
death experienced by the spectator. Giving death a comic-book 
nature creates a taboo about real death, and at the same time is 
a source of motivation to see its manifestations, including those 
observed during tourism and holiday trips.

2 Understanding thanatourism

‘Death-branded’ spaces and sites have been present in thana-
tological, anthropological, historical and sociological studies for 
a long time. They appeared in geography in the 1960’s dealing 
with ‘death space’, dead spaces (cemeteries) and ‘deathscape’, 
when studies of the spatial layout of cemeteries, known as 
necrogeography, began (Kniffen 1967). Necrogeography is the 
study of the morphology of cemeteries, which provides a reflec-
tion of the real world (Francaviglia 1971) and forms a cultural 
landscape, defined by specific features and forms. Considering 
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‘death space’ and dead spaces, thanatourism studies are a part 
of necrogeography which includes tourism, dealing with the 
geographical aspects of using ‘death space’ for tourism purpos-
es, as a part of a wider socio-geographical space.

Publications on the use of ‘death space’ for tourism purposes 
established the general goal of research, which is to identify, 
describe and analyse tourism journeys to ‘death space’ (includ-
ing social and geographical analysis), known as thanatourism 
(Seaton 1996, 2002, Tanaś 2006a, 2008a).

Dark tourism includes all issues referring to the origins and 
consequences of tourism connected with death and cruelty, in-
volving trips to disaster areas and sites of mass death, genocide 
or murder (Lennon & Foley 2000, Stone 2006). Dark tourism is 
described as a subsection of cultural tourism or heritage tour-
ism, and is a consequence of the global development of com-
munications and media, as well as tourists’ needs.

Foley & Lennon (1996) claim that dark tourism includes visit-
ing places like battlefields (historical and contemporary) and other 
sites related to war tourism, museums and exhibitions on the theme 
of death, cemeteries and tombs, prisons, concentration camps, di-
saster areas, sites of tragic accidents, terrorist attacks, etc.

Thanatourism (Seaton 1996, 2002, Dann & Seaton 2001) is 
treated as a subtype of dark tourism where death is the object of 
interest and derives from thanatopsis - death contemplation. 

Thanatourism (Tanaś 2006a) may be defined as a particular 
type of cultural tourism, including trips to places which docu-
ment or commemorate death. To a certain degree, such trips 
may result from the particular traits of the person or persons 
whose death is the object of interest, or from the character, his-
tory and interpretation of the event or site, as well as the moti-
vations (and needs) of the trip participants.

Thus, thanatourism should be considered from the following 
perspectives:

the personal qualities and achievements of the dead person  •
or persons;
the character, history and interpretation of the event or site  •
connected with death;
motivations and needs (education, homage, adventure, excite- •
ment, entertainment), effects (psychological, social, economic).

Thanatological explanations of the tourism consumption of 
death have appeared in many British publications (Stone 2010, 
2011, 2012, Stone & Sharpley 2008, Sharpley & Stone 2009, 
2011). The studies are based on the thanatological paradigm of 
relations between the socio-cultural aspects of death and mor-
tality, logical reaction to the inevitability of human death, and 
the potential role of tourism in relations between the living and 
death and dying. The essence of the tourism experience of ‘death 
space’ is its ‘narration’, and this is a consequence of motivation. 
Depending on whether motivation is educational, religious or 
entertainment-related, the tourist will interpret ‘death space’ dif-
ferently, but will start thinking about death in every case, though 
to a different degree and in different ways (Fig. 1).

Is interest in death a result of supply, of the growing number 
of tourism attractions making use of dark assets (Lennon & 
Foley 2000), or does it come from the growing interest in death 
and the macabre (Miles 2002, Stone 2006) or from educational 

needs (Tanaś 2012)? Certainly, there are other motivations. But 
if so, are they morally acceptable?

Lennon & Foley (2000) based their research on a description 
of the tourism use of concentration camps in Poland, including 
the Auschwitz-Birkenau Museum and Memorial in Oświęcim 
(Berbeka 2012). Dark tourism research has been presented in 
many works describing ‘dark journeys’, classified according to 
the object of the tourist’s interest as ‘black-spot’, slavery, geno-
cide, war, battlefield, terror, phoenix and death tourism.

In disciplines dealing with the causes and effects of tour-
ism, the study of ‘death space’ is relatively new. It is mostly the 
domain of researchers from Anglophone countries. In Poland, 
there have been few authors dealing with these issues so far. 
Work concerning the identification of thanatourism and sepul-
chral space (cemeteries) has been conducted by Tanaś (2004, 
2006a,b, 2008a,b, 2012), Stasiak & Tanaś (2005), Buczkows-
ka & Malchrowicz-Mośko (2012), Chylińska (2009), Grzesiak 
(2011), Muszel (2007), among others. 

Tourists look for experiences different from those they have in 
their everyday lives. They are consumers who buy a tourism prod-
uct, using the assets of geographical and social space, prepared for 
them in an appropriate way. The ontological and phenomenologi-
cal aspects of death also give rise to cognitive interest.

Tourism space organizers use ‘death space’ for the purpose 
of arranging tourism attractions and creating tourism products 
to satisfy market demand. ‘Death space’ is often used in the 
process of education, as a part of historical or educational tour-
ism, or in sightseeing. 

Regardless of whether it is high or popular culture, the mes-
sage received by the tourist is always significant. Cultural tour-
ism broadens social awareness, enhances discovery by crossing 
boundaries, creates needs, identification, value and interpreta-

Fig . 1 . Consequences of the tourism experience of ‘death space’
(author, based on Stone 2012)
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tion. Contact with ‘death space’ can be stimulating for a tourist. 
By crossing invisible cultural boundaries, the tourist discovers 
an unknown world, often incomprehensible and challenging. 
This particularly concerns uninvolved and casual tourists. They 
often object to places related to death, such as exhibitions of 
mummies, preserved dead bodies, or bone remnants.

Places where death is displayed, particularly through arte-
facts, are addressed at yet another type of tourist. In the case 
of pop cultural and entertainment-related tourism products, 
death, its image and symbolism are often used in order to evoke 
certain impressions and emotions. Haunted castles, museums 
of death, scenes of executions and torture, or trips to danger 
zones are certainly examples of a completely different use of 
‘death space’ for commercial purposes, often seen as controver-
sial and morally wrong. 

Thanatourism is a bridge between life and death, between 
the dead and the living. The tourist is obliged to contemplate 
death, which has not only a religious dimension, but also, or 
perhaps primarily, a social one. We may fear death, we may 
respect and understand it, but we may also laugh at it. Tourism 
is capable of generating each of these effects, depending on the 
needs and resources of both the tourists and the organizers of 
tourism attractions.

On the one hand, death is absent from people’s private 
lives, due to the diminishment of the sacred, the seculariza-

tion of Western society, medicalisation of the process of dying 
and the commercialisation of death. On the other hand, death 
is omnipresent in pop culture and the media. Paradoxically, 
thanatourism plays an important role in the relations between 
the sacred and the profane in death, raises interest in death 
as understood and perceived in different ways, performs an 
educational function and strengthens the taboo against real 
death substituting an authentic encounter with its unavoid-
ability. Thanatourism makes it possible to reconsider our ap-
proach to death, by stimulating the need to contemplate it 
(thanatopsis), to move from primeval fear and disgust to an 
understanding of and preparation for it.  Tourism attractions 
based on the phenomenon of death may also decrease the fear 
of dying through contemplation, education, commemoration 
or entertainment (Stone 2012).

Depending on the needs and motivations for travel, the tour-
ist faces various aspects of death at numerous places and in 
different ways. Table 1 presents possible places of a tourist’s 
encounter with death and its consequences, as well as the pros-
pect of this encounter. Tourist interest in death usually comes 
from cultural differences, which cause different perceptions of 
death in terms of religion, customs (including cults and com-
memoration of the deceased), beliefs (folk culture, life after 
death, ghosts, supernatural powers, phantasms, immortality, 
reincarnation, legends, death cults), treatment of dead bodies 
(burial, cremation, mummification, cannibalism, storing hu-
man remains), and ways of expressing emotion in the face of 
death (seriousness, sadness, fear, respect, fun). 

Sites of interest
(tourism attraction) Example, description

Shrine epitaph, headstone, tombstone, crypt, sepulchral art, symbolism (sculpture, painting, song, music), other 
artefacts (e.g. ‘mourning banners’), religious belief

Cemetery way of commemorating the deceased person, symbolism of death, sepulchral art, plantings, landscape
Grave chapel coffin, sarcophagus, sepulchral art, death symbolism
Ossuary skeletal remains, sepulchral art, death symbolism
Grave deceased person (saint, blessed, renowned), sepulchral art, symbolism of death
Rituals, beliefs burial, liturgy, holidays, cult, religious belief, events (performances), the occult, spiritualism 
Pilgrimage encounter with a supernatural power, pilgrimage to a grave, relic, homage, remembrance, religious belief

Remembrance site, monument, 
commemorative plaque homage, remembrance, history, education, performances

Mass death site martyrology, crime, tragic event, sudden death, remembrance, homage, education
War extermination, genocide, battlefield, war crime, act of terror, education
Disaster natural disaster, anthropogenic, remembrance
Collective grave nature of death, history, remembrance
Sites of individual death crime, tragedy, event, sudden death, symbolism of death, remembrance, homage
Museum, exhibition sepulchral art., symbolism of death,  heritage, mummies, human remains, education, show, entertainment, pop culture
Landscape symbolism of death in natural and anthropogenic landscape, ‘culture scape’, cemetery
Culinary art dishes, symbolism of death, culture
Commerce, services devotional articles, souvenirs, ritual products, material products of culture, artefacts, guide services, tourism services
Media transmission TV, radio, Internet, press, knowledge, education
Music, literature, art., film concepts, myths, education, interpretation, creating needs and motivations to travel, pop culture
Fashion symbolism of death, identity, culture, pop culture
Entertainment pop cultural dimension of death, amusement parks, theme exhibitions, ghosts, phantasms, the occult

Table 1 . Potential sites of tourist interest in ‘death space’
Source:author
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3 Tourism ‘death space’ in Poland

The key groups of elements creating death space in Poland 
include sepulchral art (cemeteries, tombs, crypts, epitaphs, 
grave chapels, ossuaries, relics); sites of mass death and collec-
tive graves connected with war or disaster; sites of individual 
death as a result of an accident or crime; other remembrance 
sites; museums, exhibitions; rituals and beliefs; events and pop 
cultural entertainment.

Sepulchral art
According to the National Heritage Institute, at the end of 

2012, in Poland, out of 66,424 items registered as fixed his-
torical monuments, 4,389 were cemeteries, 28 – tombs, 226 
– grave chapels and 113 - graves, which constitutes over 7% of 
all such monuments in Poland. Sepulchral space is the ‘death 
space’ most frequently visited by tourists and includes cemeter-
ies, grave chapels and relics of saints or the blessed.

As regards cemeteries, the most attractive in Poland include 
the largest - Central Cemetery in Szczecin, national cemeteries 
with the graves of notable Poles - the Rakowicki Cemetery in 
Kraków, the Powązki Cemetery in Warsaw, the Old Cemetery 
in Zakopane, the Lychakiv Cemetery in Lviv (Ukraine) and the 
Rasos Cemetery in Vilnius (Lithuania).

The geography of denominational cemeteries in Poland is 
fairly complicated, however certain patterns in their location 
may be observed. Roman-Catholic cemeteries are distributed 
relatively evenly over the area of the whole country; they are 
often 19th c urban cemeteries. 

Protestant cemeteries are mainly found in the west and north 
of the country. The most interesting Evangelical lapidarium can 
be visited in Wschowa, at the old Evangelical-Augsburg cem-
etery; it contains about 400 gravestones and monuments from 
nearby cemeteries.

Jewish cemeteries occur mostly in the eastern, central and 
southern part of Poland. The most interesting include the Remuh 
Cemetery in Kazimierz, Kraków, the cemetery in Lesko, in Łódź, 
and the cemeteries in Warszawa, Tarnów and Wrocław. A par-
ticular role is played by Jewish cemeteries with graves of tzadiks, 
destinations of orthodox Jewish pilgrimages (Leżajsk, Lelów). 
Jewish lapidarium have been organized in places like Szydłowiec, 
Kazimierz Dolny, Tykocin and Chełmno on the Ner River.

Eastern Orthodox and Greek-Catholic cemeteries are situat-
ed above all in the east and south of the country (Carpathians). 
A lapidarium with stone Lemko crosses from the Lower Beskid 
area has been created at the cemetery near the Orthodox church 
in Kotań. Also the Old Believers’ cemeteries in Wojnowo and 
Gabowe Grądy (Mazurian Lake District) are worth noting.

Mennonite cemeteries in Żuławy Wiślane are the remnants 
of Dutch settlement. It is interesting to see the lapidarium of 
Mennonite gravestones at the castle in Malbork and in Nowy 
Dwór Mazowiecki. 

The least common, but still recognized touristically, are the 
Tatar cemeteries (Bohoniki, Kruszyniany - Podlasie).

Military (war) cemeteries are connected above all with the 
First and Second World Wars. We should mention here the 
cemeteries from the First World War grouped in the area of 

Tarnów and Gorlice, as well as in the Polish-Slovakian border-
lands. War cemeteries from that period are also found in the 
Mazurian Lake District, Podlasie, Mazowsze and Małopolska. 
Cemeteries from the Second World War are scattered over prac-
tically all of Poland. There are about 2000 of them and they 
contain the graves of soldiers from the Polish Army, Red Army, 
Wehrmacht, Allied armies and others. 

A separate and quite particular group consists of cemeter-
ies which are special due to their exceptionality or uniqueness. 
They include castle (Człuchów), fortified (Lubiechowa, Mar-
ciszów, Brochów), defensive and plague cemeteries. Occasional 
animal cemeteries are a kind of oddity, the most famous of 
which are the horse cemeteries in Kliczków and Janów Podlaski. 
This group also includes burial mounds in the villages of Szwa-
jcaria and Odry. An interesting example of a symbolic cemetery 
is the Cemetery of the Lost Cemeteries (Cmentarz Nieistniejących 
Cmentarzy) in Gdańsk. 

Sites where famous historical figures are buried (rulers, artists, 
leaders, clergymen, saints and the blessed) have been tourism 
destinations since the 19th c. The graves of Polish rulers (kings 
and princes) are situated in a small number of places. Royal 
cemeteries can be found at Archcathedral Basilica in Poznań, at 
the Cathedral in Płock and Wawel Cathedral, Kraków. 

The graves of writers, artists, leaders and politicians can be 
found in the Crypt of Distinguished Poles (Krypta Zasłużonych 
na Skałce) in Kraków, the Crypt of Distinguished Citizens of 
Wielkopolska (Krypta Zasłużonych Wielkopolan) at St Wojciech’s 
Church in Poznań, the crypt at St John’s Cathedral in Warsaw 
and in the Wawel crypts in Kraków.

Graves of priests, the blessed and saints, are the destinations 
of pilgrimages and tourism trips alike. The most frequently vis-
ited in Poland are the graves of St Wojciech in Gniezno and St 
Stanislaus in Kraków, St Jadwiga of Silesia in Trzebnica and 
St Faustyna in Łagiewniki (Kraków). This group also includes 
the graves of the blessed Jerzy Popiełuszko and Primate Stefan 
Wyszyński in Warsaw.

The most famous Polish symbolic grave is the Tomb of the 
Unknown Soldier in Warsaw. Crypts can be found in practi-
cally every old brick church. However, those in the oldest Pol-
ish churches are interesting not only because distinguished 
people were buried there, but also because the mummified 
bodies evoke strong emotions. The most interesting places of 
this type are the crypts at the Franciscan church in Kraków, 
of the Zamoyski family in Zamość, the Czartoryski family in 
Sieniawa and the Opaliński family in Sieraków, the crypts in 
the castle church in Oleśnica, and the Benedictine crypts on 
Święty Krzyż (Świętokrzyskie Mountains). The unique floors 
tiled with gravestones at the St Mary’s Basilica in Gdańsk are 
an interesting attraction.

Family chapels and tombs are often exquisite pieces of ar-
chitecture and art in original and unusual forms. They include 
the chapels of magnate and noble families, usually situated in 
churches they founded in their former estates.

One of the most interesting sepulchral sites in Poland is cer-
tainly the Chapel of Skulls (Kaplica Czaszek) in Czermna (Ku-
dowa Zdrój), which is an 18th c. ossuary. It is one of the greatest 
tourism attractions in south-western Poland.
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Sites of mass and individual death, remembrance sites
Sites of mass death are typical of the Second World War. Nu-

merous Nazi concentration camps, death camps and prisoner of 
war camps were situated in the area of today’s Poland. All of 
them are collective graves of many thousands murdered by the 
Nazis, which are today pilgrimage and tourism destinations. 

The places which are most frequently visited by tourists 
include the Auschwitz-Birkenau Museum and Mausoleum in 
Oświęcim, the Majdanek Museum in Lublin, the Museum of 
Struggle and Martyrdom in Treblinka, the Stutthof Museum 
in Sztutowo, the Gross-Rosen Museum in Rogoźnica, The Mu-
seum of the Former Sobibór Death Camp, as well as the former 
sites of concentration camps in Bełżec, Chełmno on the Ner 
River, Łódź-Radegast, Palmiry, Łambinowice and Żagań.

Moreover, in Poland, tourists visit places of execution and 
martyrdom from different historical periods, including the 
Mausoleum of Polish Village Martyrology in Michniów.

A separate group contains the sites of tragic accidents and 
disasters, such as the plane crashes at Okęcie Airport (1980) 
and Kabacki Forest (1987), or coach crashes near Żywiec 
(1978) and Gdańsk (1994).

In Poland, a popular form of commemorating those who died 
a tragic death, especially in car accidents, is by placing a cross 
beside the road. During coach tours, guides tell tourists about the 
tragedies which happened at such places. If the victims were well-
known figures monuments are erected at the sites of their tragic 
death, or for those who had meritworthy lives, at related places. 
An example here is the cross on the dam in Włocławek dedicated 
to the priest, Jerzy Popiełuszko, murdered there (1984), or the 
place at the 10th Anniversary Stadium (Stadion 10-lecia) in War-
saw where Ryszard Siwiec self-immolated (1964).

Tourists travel to sites commemorating tragic events, human 
death and suffering in the form of museums, mausoleums, mon-
uments and commemorative plaques (e.g. the Warsaw Uprising 
Museum, the Monument to the Defenders of Westerplatte in 
Gdańsk, the Mausoleum of Struggle and Martyrdom in War-
saw, and monuments commemorating the communist murder 
of workers in Gdańsk, Poznań, Szczecin and Katowice).

Museums, exhibitions, rituals
In Poland, death artefacts are exhibited in museums in the 

form of permanent or temporary exhibitions. A very interesting 
form of presentation is the staging of burial or death rituals, as 
well as associated religious festivals. This group includes coffin 
portraits (Regional Museum in Międzyrzecz), crosses, sarcoph-
agi, tombstones and epitaphs (Castle Museum in Brzeg), old 
publications of funeral and graveside speeches, funeral rituals, 
passion plays (the most famous performed in Kalwaria Zebrzy-
dowska, Kalwaria Pacławska and Górka Klasztorna), religious 
festivals (All Saints Day, Paschal Triduum), and other elements 
(e.g. crosses of conciliation, lanterns of the dead).

Events, pop cultural entertainment
In recent years, a popular form of commemorating histori-

cal events has been reconstructions, organized by reconstruc-
tion societies and groups. While the fact of commemorating 
a historical event does not raise any moral doubts, a public 

presentation of killing, murder or genocide may do so. In July 
2013, a reconstruction of the massacre of Poles in Volhynia is 
planned to take place in the village of Radymno. Reconstruc-
tions of battles, very popular with tourists, are organized near 
Grunwald (1410), in Warsaw (Warsaw Uprising 1944), or on 
the Bzura River (1939).

The last group of thanatourism assets consists of amusement 
parks, museums and exhibitions whose aim is to create an at-
mosphere of fear and fun. There are not many places of this 
kind in Poland. They include the Museum of Horror in Wojno-
wice Palace and numerous torture chambers in Polish castles.

4 Conclusions

The quality of trips to sites connected with death is as varied 
as their participants: their motivations and the goals of these 
trips. The perception of ‘death space’ may be very personal, or 
tragic, or symbolic. It may be a mass or pop-cultural perception, 
usually occurring in non-sacred buildings and sites. It should 
be remembered that the perception of death varies depending 
on the culture of a given society. This variety and uniqueness 
creates the need to experience space in a different way, result-
ing from cultural relativity, which in turn enhances tourism as 
a part of culture. 

The positive functions of thanatourism include creating at-
titudes towards death, empathy for others, creative activity, 
as well as understanding of thanatological and eschatological 
issues. The cognitive process, so important in youth tourism, 
involves the direct understanding of death semiotics, its sym-
bolism, tradition and rituality (Tanaś 2012).

However, tourism generates some unwanted, negative func-
tions as well. The dysfunctions of thanatourism may result from 
a superficial understanding of ‘death space’, treated as unwanted, 
and full of negative emotions. ‘Death space’ may also be treated as 
a place of contact with the pop-cultural image of death. Tourism 
may lead to excessive and detrimental exploitation of this space, 
its commercialization and profanation. The local community may 
also object to using a sacred space for tourism purposes. 

In the case of ‘death space’, harmful tourist behaviour can 
be observed, usually disrespecting the solemnity of the site or 
treating ‘death space’ merely as an unusual tourism attraction. 

Thanatourism is an activity based on a particular under-
standing of the symbolism of ‘death space’, along with a whole 
set of codes defining it which leads to an interpretation of 
death. The power of interpretation lies in the possibility of a 
profound understanding of the encountered phenomenon or el-
ement. ‘Death space’ forces us to interpret, which is the basis of 
cognition, and the interpretation as an educational process will 
depend on the value of the message. The main aim of interpret-
ing ‘death space’ or death itself should be an understanding of 
its meaning. Then working out our sensitivity to it, especially 
the death of another, which can itself lead to an understanding 
of the phenomenon and ontology of death.

The form in which death is presented, and the method of 
narrating a historical fact, are very important for the interpre-
tation of the event and the visited site. The authenticity of 
death and its perception as a result of receiving external stimuli 
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are crucial to understanding the causes and effects of a death 
(Stone 2012). In the ‘death spaces’ visited, death is presented 
in such a way that the tourist ‘consumes’ it in through his/her 
own experience. By providing appropriate narration however, 
the organizers of the ‘death space’ may achieve their goals.

In Poland, using ‘death space’ for tourism purposes brings up 
multiple issues, mostly of a religious and ethical nature. Treat-
ing the Auschwitz concentration camp as a tourism attraction is 
strongly opposed, especially by the older generation. However, 
the facts are undeniable. The Auschwitz-Birkenau Museum and 
Memorial is visited by hundreds of thousands of tourists and 
pilgrims every year. Study of the motivations for visiting this 
place (Berbeka 2012) confirms the author’s assumptions pre-
sented above. Half of the visitors stated that the Auschwitz-
Birkenau Museum was one stop during a tourism excursion, and 

this indicates the particular tourism attractiveness of the site 
and its significance as a tourism product increasing the tourism 
attractiveness of the Małopolska region as a whole. Also war 
cemeteries and relics of the First and Second World Wars in the 
Polish-Slovakian borderlands confirm the possibility of using 
‘death space’ in historical or educational tourism.

Thanatourism has been studied in Poland only recently 
and by a small group of researchers. However, its popularity 
is growing, though it is raising a lot of controversy and moral 
challenges, mostly for historical, religious and cultural reasons. 
The need to conduct further descriptive and empirical studies 
of tourism ‘death space’ in Poland has been confirmed as thana-
tourism has been defined as a new cultural tourism product in 
the “Report on the tourism economy in 2007-11”, published by 
the Ministry of Sport and Recreation. 
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Abstract
Models of tourism have been extensively researched. They have been mainly used in spatial planning of development for recreation centres. Our 
ambition was to create a spatial tourism model generally applicable to the high mountains in Slovakia. The starting point of our approach was 
studying of spatial patterns and creating spatial models of tourism in the High Tatras and Low Tatras. The application of the models resulted into 
new knowledge that were used for formulation of the rules and criteria of creating spatial tourism models.
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1 Introduction

In a study of the phenomenon of tourism there are many ap-
proaches and concepts that seek a comprehensive description of the 
principle of its behavior, the spatial extension or spatial relation-
ships and linkages between a recreation center and its hinterland. 

A systemic approach to the study of tourism can have a graphic 
dimension in the form of models. Formulation of models repre-
sents one of the stages of inductive thought process which leads 
to the creating of theory that generalizes objective reality and is 
expressed in the following scheme: observation → data collection 
→ data analysis → models formulating → creation of hypoth-
eses → theory (Gregorová, 2012). The model is thus a tool of 
scientific knowledge, which through symbolic or graphic represen-
tation shows the structure and way of functioning of the phenom-
enon, in this case tourism. The principle of modeling consists in 
reducing of selected properties of phenomenon and the result is a 
diagram or concept, simulating the behavior and characteristics of 
the phenomenon (Gúčik, 2010; Krogmann, 2006).

2 Theoretical overview

Models of tourism are characterized by certain features which 
are essential for their creation. These include: spatial structure, 
spatial relationships and linkages, hierarchical development 
(Dredge, 1999) and functions of space. The first attempts to 
build tourism models were recognised in 1930s and 1940s in 
the works of Poser (1939), Hunziker and Krapf (1942). The 
aim of those schemes was to organise the preconditions of tour-
ism in terms of their impact on the emergence and develop-
ment of tourism. While Poser used the functional approach, 

Hunziker and Krapf identified a human as the centre of their 
approach that had the greatest influence on its functioning 
(Gúčik, 2010). Currently, there are several models of tourism, 
which we tried to group by common properties and characteris-
tics and thus create their universal typology (Table 1).

3 Spatial models of tourism

Spatial, respectively, spatio-temporal models were con-
structed first, because these were based on the gist of tourism. 
Its main feature is the different environment of the place of 
residence of the tourists and the place of their recreation. The 
movement between two points defines spatial linkages and 
spatial relations. On the one hand, there is a relatively fixed 
point (place of residence) and on the other hand, occasionally 
selected secondary residence (visiting place) and between them 
exists a spatial dimension couched in the access or the return 
route (Mariot, 1969).

Thus, the spatial models of different type and extent create 
three basic elements: 1) the place of residence, 2) the transport 
area and 3) the destination. In the place of residence the prepar-
ing for the journey is enacted, the destination is chosen and the 
important items for traveling are bought. The distance between 
the place of residence and the destination is covered by different 
vehicles depending on the distance and the type of tours. The 
journey itself can be enlivened by short trips with or without 
overnight stay. Environment of destination is unknown to the 
visitors and they are looking for the options of implementation of 
recreational activities depending on the season (Freyer, 2006 In: 
Gúčik, 2010). The oldest spatial models are shown on Figure 1 
(Jovičič, 1966 In: Mariot, 1969) and Figure 2 (Mariot, 1983).
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Model type Name Description Reference

Spatio-
temporal

Christaller’s Central 
place theory – Centre-
periphery model

Divides the space into the central core - city and periphery - 
an area of recreation centres and tourism development

Prosser (1994) In: Kurek et al. 
(2007)

Tourism area life cycle
Depicts evolution of destinations – exploration stage, 
involvement stage, development stage, consolidation stage, 
stagnation stage and rejuvenation or decline stage 

Butler (1980)

Forming of recreational 
areas

Defines 3 types of recreational areas – real or formal, 
functional and perceptual, perceptual-mental

Liszewski (1995) In: Kurek et al. 
(2007)

Concept of functions in 
tourism

Functions in tourism are measured by 3 indicators – the 
number of beds to 100 residents, the number of tourists to 
100 residents and the number of employed in tourism

Liszewski (2012); Warszyńska 
(1985) In: Kurek et al. (2007); 
Warszyńska, Jackowski (1978)

Recreation centres 
concept

Includes these models – model of tourism business district 
and model of functional tourism region – metropolitan 
tourism region, destination region, region of cognitive tourism 
and region of religious tourism

Kowalczyk (2000);

Liszewski, Włodarczyk (2012)

Spatial model of tourism Consists of 5 elements – place of residence, access route, 
recreation route, return route and recreation centre Jovičič (1966) In: Mariot (1969)

Spatial attraction model Proposes 3-part model of tourist attraction: nucleus, zone of 
closure and inviolate belt Gunn (1965) In: Dredge (1999)

Spatial-temporal 
evolution of destination 
regions

Depicts evolution of destinations over time emphasizing 4 
aspects: spatial characteristics, transport, tourist behaviour and 
attitude of decision-makers 

Miossec (1976, 1977) In: Dredge 
(1999)

Destination zone 
planning concept

Proposes a regional destination zone comprising 5 basic 
elements: definable regional boundary, access from markets 
and internal circulation corridor, community attraction 
complexes, non-attraction hinterland and entrances to region

Gunn (1965, 1972, 1988, 1993) 
In: Dredge (1999)

Model of territorial 
recreation systems 

Consists of 4 subsystems: visitors, natural and cultural-
historical complexes, technical subsystems, service staff and 
superior element of these subsystems is institution with 
coordination function

Preobraženskij, Zorin, Venedin 
(1972) In: Mariot (1983)

Model of territorial 
recreation systems

Main element are visitors, the others subsystems are: natural 
preconditions, the image of landscape, cultural-historical 
preconditions, socio-economic conditions, organizational 
conditions and technical conditions

Kostrowicki (1975) In: Mariot 
(1983)

Spatial model of 
destination tourism 

Consists of 4 basic elements: place of residence, stage centre, 
transit centre, recreation centre, also access route and return route Mariot (1983)

Temporal model Divides time into 3 types: everyday time (lived in the place of 
living), transport time and time spent in recreation centre Freyer (2006) In: Gúčik (2010)

Perceptual-
behavioural

Tourist model Model describes evolution of person into tourist – corporation, 
emancipation, animation, repatriation, incorporation and omission Jafari (1987) In: Kurek et al. (2007)

Model of spatial 
behaviour of tourist 

Consists of 2 models – model of recreational attraction and 
destination choice model Mazurkiewicz (2007)

Conception of 
perception of 
recreational space

Perceptual-behavioural model forms: value system, perception of 
recreational space, restrictions, decisions, recreational behaviour, 
attributes of recreational space, information and perception

Kowalczyk (2000); Richling, 
Solon (1994) In: Kurek et al. 
(2007)

Table 1 Typology of selected models of tourism
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Economical

Tourism product model Model of development of tourism product has the following 
phases: discovery, launch, stagnation, decline 

Čuka, Zimmermann (1995); 
Kaczmarek, Stasiak, Włodarczyk 
(2005); Jakubíková (2009) 
In: Čuka (2011)

Economic model of 
tourism system 

System of tourism forms 2 subsystems – object of tourism 
and tourism subject; or 4 subsystems – destination, transport, 
agents, demand

Kaspar (1975) In: Gúčik (2010); 
Bieger (2004) In: Gúčik (2010) 

Model of tourism 
management

Model determines as the main functions of management - 
planning, organizing, selection and deployment of employee, 
leadership, check

Gúčik et al. (2006)

Cultural

Socio-cultural model 
of tourism

Model is characteristic by 2 subsystems: ordinary (home) 
world (typical by daily life) and nonordinary (touristic) world 
(typical by recreational time)  

Jafari (1987) In: Kurek et al. 
(2007)

Cultural model of 
tourism 

Tourism is the process of penetration of cultures –destination 
culture and culture of visitors; model distinguishes 3 types of 
culture – tourists’ culture, corporate culture and local culture 

Jafari (1982) In: Gúčik (2010)

Conception of religious 
tourism

Model of evolution of religion – primitive religion, archaic 
religion, historical pre-modern religion and modern religion 

Jackowski (2003), 
Matlovič (2001)

Concept of tourism as a 
meeting of communities 
and cultures

Model describes the evolution of a conflict of tourists with 
local cultures; has 4 phases – euphoria, apathy, irritation, 
antagonism

Ćwiklińska (2009) In: Čuka 
(2011)

Models also represent spatial functional tourism schemes 
indicating the direction of relations between the place of resi-
dence (dispersion zone) and the place for recreation (concentra-
tion zone). These form two opposite poles of the scheme and 
identify the spatial dimensions type core and the periphery, in 
which the opposite directions of flows are functioning (Fig. 3).

Another characteristic of the spatial scheme is the emphasis 
on transport relations. While Jovičič (1966 In: Mariot, 1969) 
and Mariot (1983) recognise three types of routes – access, rec-
reational and return, Lue et al. (1993 In: Dredge, 1999) describe 
five types which is related to their widespread understanding of 
multinodal recreational regions. These are: the single destina-
tion pattern, en-route pattern, pattern base-camp, regional tour 
pattern and chaining pattern.

Spatial models based on the emphasis on transport links are 
blamed with their low applicability. To be used when describ-
ing other types of destination regions the models must be de-
signed in coherence with physical-geographical characteristics 
of the area and must take into the consideration for example 
the accessability of tourism centres, transport costs, distances 
and other conditions (e. g. road conditions between the two 
points of interest). Physical-geographical characteristics tend to 
be generalised to an acceptable form and by means of induc-
tive logic procedures then explain the historical process of their 
creation and development. The development of destinations is 
studied through spatial characteristics, transport, behaviour of 
tourists and attitude of decision-makers (Dredge, 1999).

In this paper, we consider in the developing of tourism mod-
els of the High Tatras and the Low Tatras all the above men-
tioned factors, so that we formulate rules for creating schemes 
generally applicable to the mountainous regions of Slovakia.

Source: author
4 The research methodology

The aim of this paper is to analyse the spatial relationships 
in destination regions of high mountains (High Tatras and Low 
Tatras) and to create a spatial model of tourism functioning 
in them. Our model is based on Mariot’s (1969) and Jovičič’s 
spatial models (1966 In: Mariot, 1969), Christaller’s centre-pe-
riphery model (Kurek, 2007), Butler’s model of the life cycle of 
recreation centre (Butler, 1980), the model of functional types 
of tourism regions (Liszewski, Włodarczyk, 2012) and the 
nodal model of destination regions (Dredge, 1999). The spatial 
models were used to study relationships between nucleus (tour-
ist centre) and its hinterland (zones and directions of influ-
ence). Christaller’s model helped us to clarify the relationship 
of the core (tourist centre) and the periphery (urbanised areas 
- places of residence of tourists). Based on these two models, we 
determined the size of the tourist centres (in our studied des-
tination regions) and made   their categorisation. Butler’s model 
defines the phases of the recreation centre development, and 
therefore on its base we construct our classification of tourist 
centres. Model of functional types of regions became a platform 
for functional typification of recreational centres and spatial the 
model of destination regions helped us in clarifying the relation-
ships between node (destination region) and corridor (system 
of transport links of destination regions).  

All the necessary quantitative datas for modeling destination 
regions and classification of recreational centres we obtained 
from the Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic, the tourist 
information office of the town High Tatras and from terrain 
research. Terrain research we consider as the most important 
research method, because we created on its basis classification, 
typification and hierarchy of tourist centres, found out linkages 
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Figure 3 Spatial functional scheme of tourism
(Source: Jovičič, 1966 In: Mariot, 1969)

Figure 1 Spatial model of tourism
(Source: Jovičič, 1966 In: Mariot, 1969)

Figure 2 Spatial model of tourism
(Source: Mariot, 1983)
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between centres, explained the traffic conditions in the desti-
nation regions and eventually directly verified created spatial 
models.

Our ambition is to formulate rules for creating general mod-
els of tourism of high mountains in Slovakia, as well as general 
model itself, and therefore we generalised the model of tourism 
in the High Tatras and the Low Tatras to an applicable form.

5 General geographical characteristic of high 
mountains in Slovakia

In terms of altitude zonation the mountains in Slovakia are 
divided into low and high. Low mountains are below of 1500m 
above see level and extend to a wide peripheral part of the Car-
pathians. High mountains are grouped in the central part of the 
Western Carpathians and their peaks exceed timber-line (above 
1500 m in Slovakia). These are the High Tatras (Tatry moun-
tains), the Low Tatras (Nízke Tatry mountains) and the moun-
tains Malá Fatra, Veľká Fatra, Chočské vrchy and peaks Babia 
Hora and Pilsko in the Oravské Beskydy mountains (see map 1).

Relief of high mountains is vertically very rugged. The high-
est part is the main range or ridge. Lateral ridges are separated 
by deep valleys. The highest mountains – the High Tatras and 
the Low Tatras – are in the top parts typical by glacial relief 
which creates beautiful sceneries, other mountains have denud-
ed relief. All belong to the cold climate zone with a long winter 
period with a minimum number of summer days. Enough snow 
and rainfall is the source of water for river flows, which are 
abundant in all seasons.

High vertical zonation causes the arrangement of plants to 
vegetation zones. Zone of forest is substituting by scrub pines, 
which became thin then passes into alpine zone typical by oc-

Map 1 Location of high mountains in Slovakia

currence of plant communities diversified debris and rocks 
(Lukniš, Plesník, 1961). High mountains are especially suitable 
for tourism development thanks to natural conditions - relief, 
clean air, mineral springs, caves etc., therefore in them can be 
implemented most of recreational activities.

6 Spatial model of tourism in the High Tatras

When creating a spatial model of tourism in the High Tatras, 
we applied the all principles and rules used in creating mod-
els mentioned above. Core of the model are the tourist centres 
located at the root of the mountain range (geomorphological 
subdivision Tatranské podhorie and Ždiarska brázda). Depend-
ing on the functions, the number of beds and the number of 
attractions are the recreation centres categorized to transit cen-
tres (Tatranská Lesná, Kežmarské Žľaby), stage centres (Horný 
and Dolný Smokovec) and destination centres (Štrbské Pleso, 
Vysoké Tatry). Centres are characterized by a different size of 
hinterlands and spheres of influence within the hinterland may 
overlap with the neighboring centre (e. g. Vysoké Tatry – Štrbské 
Pleso – Tatranská Lomnica). In the hinterland are located holi-
day villages, cottages, chalets, or another tourist attractions, 
whether tourist suprastructure in the form of ski-lifts and ski 
tracks (Štrbské Pleso, Ždiar). All recreation centres are intercon-
nected by Road of Liberty, which begins in Podbanské and ends 
in Lysá Poľana (roads nr. I/67 and II/537). Local roads inside of 
the centres lead from the centres to the selected tourist attrac-
tions (e. g. Starý Smokovec – Hrebienok; Štrbské Pleso – Chata 
pod Soliskom) and thus define spheres of influence and size of 
linkages inside the centre. The southern slopes of the High Ta-
tras and the Western Tatras are connected by Tatra’s arterial 
road – the main tourist path with a length of about 72 km. 
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Picks of mountain range and lateral ridges are connected 
by local hiking paths leading into the valleys and to particular 
recreation centres. All these elements of the scheme create a 
destination region which is delimitated by conceptual limit. En-
trance to the destination region provides gates that constitute 
places of the direction flows between the region and its recre-
ation hinterland (Fig. 4).

In the creating of tourist model of the High Tatras we delib-
erate the historical and spatial specificities of this destination 
region. One is the state border which from the north markedly 
determines the limit of the destination region and sphere of 
influence of particular tourist centres. Then it is the histori-
cal development of tourism in the area. In the region as the 
first were built various medical centers and climatic spas with 
sanatoriums. Later, as the next activity, hiking began to develop 
thanks to the Ugrian-Carpathian association. In many Tatra 
settlements during the period of socialism were built sanato-
riums for corporate recreation. After 1989, the sanatoriums ei-
ther transformed into a modern complexes, or were abolished 
and were built another. A specific of Tatra settlements are that 
they have been artificially merged into the town called High 
Tatras in 1947.

7 Spatial model of tourism in the Low Tatras

The Low Tatras are the central mountains in the middle of 
Slovakia, which have significantly modeled mountain range in 
the west-east. Along the northern and southern slopes of the 

Figure 4 Spatial model of tourism in the High Tatras

mountains are located almost all recreation centres. The core 
of recreational space creates massif of Chopok with its north-
ern and southern slopes, where resorts Chopok – north Jasná 
and Chopok – south Srdiečko are located. The most attractive 
valleys are Demänovská dolina and Bystrianska dolina which 
both are also located below Chopok. Valleys are the most ur-
banised recreational areas, which present destination regions. 
Their spheres of influence greatly interfere with nearby recre-
ation centres because in their hinterlands are located holiday 
villages (Tále, Krpáčovo, Demänovská Dolina), suprastructure 
(ski-lifts and ski tracks in the localities Záhradky, Biela púť, 
Otupné, Kosodrevina, Srdiečko) and other recreational attrac-
tions (caves – Demänovská jaskyňa, Demänovská jaskyňa slo-
body, Bystrianska jaskyňa, golf course Grey bear). From this 
concentration area to the west and east the tourist centres 
change to stage centres (Bystrá, Čertovica, Vyšná Boca), respec-
tively transit centres (Jarabá, Malužiná). The Low Tatras massif 
from the north and south surrounds two basins – Podtatranská 
kotlina and Horehronské podolie by which lead the main tran-
sit communications (D1 motorway and road nr. I/66) providing 
entrance into the destination region and its connection with 
recreational hinterland. The destination region is specifically di-
vided into western and eastern part, at which boundary forms 
road nr. I/72. Internal communications within the centre and 
its recreational hinterland can be found in the centres such as 
Chopok-sever and Chopok - juh.

The highest peaks of the mountains connects SNP heroes 
path, the most important tourist artery in Slovakia, which has a 
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length of more than 720 km and extends from the west to the east 
of the republic. Other hiking trails lead from peaks to valleys and 
to recreation centres situated on the foothill of the massif (Fig. 5).

In case of the Low Tatras tourist model was also necessary 
to regard some spatial specifications. E. g. mountain range is 

Figure 5 Spatial model of tourism in the Low Tatras

shaped east-west, but the concentration core consisting of the 
recreation centres Chopok – sever Jasná and Chopok – south 
Srdiečko, which are located in Demänovská dolina and Bystri-
anska dolina, is shaped north-south. North and south slopes of 
the massif Chopok, which form the recreational core, are inter-
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connected by mountain transport facilities, and therefore the 
sphere of influences of recreation centres overlap significantly. 
In general we can say that the eastern part of the mountains is 
from the point of view of tourism undersized and the vast ma-
jority of recreation centres and recreational activities are located 
in the western part. Even in the Low Tatras was the first type of 
spa tourism evolved, later recreational tourism and hiking.

8 Results

When creating spatial models of tourism in the High Tatras 
and the Low Tatras we attained to the formulation of these 
rules and principles:

each model consists of points, lines and areas; •
creation of model has hierarchical rules, first are delineated  •
centres, than the areas of internal linkages, communications 
and at the end the destination region with its conceptual 
limit and recreational hinterland;
arrangement of points, lines and areas depend on the shape  •
of mountains and on the location of recreation centres;
typification of recreation centres should be based on quantita- •
tive parameters (e. g. number of visitors, number of beds, etc..);
each recreation centre has its own sphere of influence where  •
core-periphery linkages are applied;
hinterland size is determined by the localization of infra- •
structure, suprastructure and recreational attractions;

recreation centres create destination region; •
destination region is delineated by conceptual border; •
recreation centres are linked by communications of different  •
levels;
the most important communications are those that connect  •
the destination region and its recreational hinterland, among 
which the core and periphery relationship are applied.

Recreation centres are the nodes formed by complex of 
attractions, services and infrastructure. Their character var-
ies depending on the size of the infrastructure, the number 
of attractions in the hinterland and from recreational func-
tions. Therefore, we distinguish transit centre (without over-
night stay), stage centre (with or without overnight stay) 
and destination centre (final point of tour). Centres create 
in the surroundings spheres of influence, in which internal 
relations type core - periphery are applied and represent 
recreational subdestinations. All recreation centres together 
form a destination region which with its environment cre-
ates a linkages type core - periphery. Periphery is character-
ised by urbanised areas, which are the places of residence of 
visitors. The destination region is delineated by conceptual 
limit. Communications interconnect centres themselves, 
these may have different hierarchical levels. Main roads 
(highways) connect destination region with its hinterland 
and include the gateways, which are the entrances to the 
destination region (Fig. 6).

Figure 6 Theoretical spatial model of tourism in the high mountains in Slovakia
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9 Conclusions

In this paper we tried to outline the issue of tourism models. 
Our interest was focused on the spatial models that we cre-
ated in an application to the recreation areas of the High Tatras 
and the Low Tatras. Our main task was to formulate the rules 
and criteria for the creating of tourism models that will be ap-
plicable to any high mountains in Slovakia. The basis of our 
model is the node the core – recreation centre surrounded by 
its hinterland, in which are important elements of tourism situ-
ated. Several cores create a destination region which has a close 
relationship with its recreational hinterland. 

The High Tatras and the Low Tatras are situated at all com-
munication lines which interconnect the main destination re-

gions in Slovakia and are the main axes of tourism development 
(Mišunová, 1994):

1. Bratislava-Trnava-Piešťany-Trenčín-Žilina-Ružomberok-
Poprad-Prešov-Košice,

2. Bratislava-Nitra-Banská Štiavnica-Zvolen-Banská Bystri-
ca-Dobšiná-Betliar-Košice,

3. Dolný Kubín-Ružomberok-Banská Bystrica-Zvolen-Šahy.

Research of spatial models of tourism brings many new 
knowledge that are irrecoverable to the creating of concepts 
and models for further development of tourism in the recreation 
centres, particularly in relation to the sustainable development 
and environment protection in these centres. 
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Trade shows are an extremely important marketing instru-
ment and in the sphere of tourism, they have provided an excel-
lent opportunity for observing the behavior of the tourist mar-
ket. These direct encounters between tour operators creating a 
given tourist product, between providers of individual services 
(hotels, transport, restaurants, tourist attractions) and the con-
sumers of tourist offers, are of great help in the process of deci-
sion making and defining the strategy of product development. 
The Travel Trade Show which has been held in Berlin ever since 
the year 1966 (ITB) is currently the biggest tourist trade fair in 
the world. It is organized annually at the beginning of March 
and it attracts representatives of the tourist trade from all over 
the world. The show aims to attract specialists and practitioners 
representing the broadly understood tourist trade. Participation 
in the show enables one to trace the current trends in tourism 
and creates an opportunity to get acquainted with the results 
of academic research which is important both for government 
administration, the local authorities as well as for tourism en-
trepreneurs themselves.   Numerous seminars, congresses, aca-
demic conferences and workshops are held during the travel 
trade show. Most of the countries taking part in the show orga-
nize press conferences during which they inform the journalists 
about the current state of tourism in their countries as well as 
about the activities which are being planned in the near future.

The International Travel Trade Show (ITB) in Berlin is tradition-
ally held at the exhibition grounds of the Berlin Trade Fair which 
comprises jointly 26 exhibition halls as well as the modern Con-
gress Center ICC Messe Berlin; the latter is regarded as one of the 
biggest, best-equipped and most functional centers in the world.

In the year 2013 over 10 thousand exhibitors from 188 dif-
ferent countries of the world were reported to have taken part in 
the show. The number of visitors continues to be at a high level; 
in the current year, as many as 170 thousand visitors were said 
to have visited the show, although one also comes across opin-
ions that compared to the previous years, the number of visitors 
has slightly decreased. The ITB Berlin Convention registered 
record levels of attendance. A total of 21,000 took part in the 
200 lectures, discussions and workshops, 25 percent more than 
in 2012. Social Media and Mobile Travel Services proved to be 
major visitor attractions.  

In the current year the German Chancellor, Angela Merkel 
has visited the ITB for the first time. In her address to the par-
ticipants, she stated that a round-the-world trip in 80 days is 
a thing of the past, as at ITB, one can circle the world in 80 
minutes.

The Berlin Travel Trade Show is the biggest world presenta-
tion of tourist destinations; here the demand for offers meets 
the supply. It is a place which offers an inexhaustible review 
of tourist attractions form around the globe; it is also a place 
which constitutes a pivotal point of business encounters and an 
extraordinary space for international cooperation. In the cur-
rent year, even South Sudan had its own stand at the show. For 
tour operators, participation in the show constitutes an occa-
sion to verify their offers and to either increase or decrease their 
sales, depending on the visitors’ interest.

Apart from what has been mentioned above, the show con-
stitutes an excellent place to conduct research in. For in a single 
place we come across all agents who create a tourist product 
– tour operators, organizers of transport services, hoteliers, 
managers in charge of tourist attractions as well as potential 
tourists – visitors who come to the show. The research studies 
and analyses carried out by the organizers of the show, point 
out that during the show over 80% of the exhibitors make new 
contacts and the value of the contracts negotiated during the 
show reaches the sum of 60 million euros. Individual countries 
and regions also exhibit their products at the show and their 
exhibitions have an image objective. The national stands, often 
arranged with immense panache, particularly by the African or 
South American countries, are to encourage potential tourists 
to visit these destinations. In the current year the Russian and 
Ukrainian stands were particularly impressive.

The Travel Trade Show in Berlin constitutes an excellent op-
portunity to present new trends in tourism as well as in other 
affiliated disciplines. In the year 2013, the leading theme of 
nearly all exhibiting countries was the presentation of the well-
ness and spa offers. For instance, a special exposition organized 
in the Polish pavilion entitled the “Wellness Island”, was meant 
to constitute an encouragement for tourists to take advantage 
of the rich Polish offer of spa services as well as offers belong-
ing to the scope of esthetic medicine. It is worth mentioning 
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here that for the Germans, Poland constitutes one of the most 
important destinations as regards health tourism.

The annual travel trade show in Berlin also presents new 
technologies in the tourist industry. The theme of the use of 
technology, the internet, as well as of the various systems and 
applications is presented in a number of pavilions. A separate 
topic which the travel trade show focuses on is that of institu-

The national stand of Nigeria (photograph by Z . Kruczek)

The national stand of Columbia (photograph by Z . Kruczek)

tions which educate the cadres for the tourist sector; we come 
across educational offers, offers of in-service training courses, as 
well as a wide range of job offers for the graduates.

In spite of the economic crisis in Europe and the unrest in 
the north of Africa, the last few years have not been at all bad 
for the tourist sector. The number of tourists has clearly risen; 
the UN WTO announced that in the year 2012, the number of 
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international tourists has for the first time exceeded the figure 
of 1 billion. The travel trade show is an event whose aim is, 
among others, to counteract the negative consequences of the 
economic slowdown in the sphere of tourism. The show also 
serves to improve the image of the destinations which are cur-
rently being associated with danger. Such was precisely the aim 
of the Egyptian representation in the current year who assured 
the visitors to their pavilion of the stability of their offer as well 
as of the safety of tourists in their country.

In summation one may state that travel trade shows in gen-
eral and the ITB show in particular constitute a specific type 
of encyclopedia of knowledge relating to the tourist sector. The 
authors of this encyclopedia are the creators of offers whereas 
its readers are the potential tourists. For the academics, the 
travel trade shows are a source of information on tourism and 
a perfect place in which to conduct research in, while for the 
pedagogues and students the travel trade shows are an excellent 
way of combing theory and practice.

Assistant Professor, dr hab. Zygmunt Kruczek – University School of Physical Education in Cracow
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